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-------- PLEASE !) if your letter comes back;- place entire letter 
will know what has happened) - in NEW Envelope to another address as given in 

, ----  -- — j r----—.--- --- vj. If all else fails - send a TELEGRAM
(Night.Letter) - giving YOUR name and Address - we will tell you WHERE to write.

tl ADDITION TO AND APPENDIX <F REPORT ,IZL> ' 
If you have not received the Documented Report 14 •
Write to us for it. DO NOT (Repeat) DO_NOT write to 
the Library. The Library mail may be STOPPED! 
Write to H.Hoehn, West Grand Forks, B.C. or 
Write to Ruth E.Hoehn, same.

Gentlemen:
A copy of your Score Weekly is before me that' contains reprints of certain 

material in the Review and Herald... and that no further material fromTthe Review and 
Herald will be reproduced by you in any form whatsoever. Your assurance to this effect 
will close the matter. ' - •

Very truly yours,
F.D.Nichols. (Editor).

:::::::: x x: x:: x:: x: x:: s: x:::::: x t: s::: x • • x • x x: x x x::::::x x x::::::::::::::::: x:::: :: °: 
At this Point we have written a 31 page Documented Report oh the Transition of the 
Church Militant into the Synagogue of Satan. Otherwise spoken of as the Alpha of 
Apostasy into the Omega of Apostasy. While Adventists have heard the name ’’APOSTATE” 
repeated over and over'again in a Mesmeristic Chant from Pulpit to Pulpit throughout 
the Land;- it may be well, to Rein up some of these Religious Zealots and Fanatics 
with the Information that Sr. White was talking about Apostasy IN the Church;- in 
High Places;- and right in the Pulpits of the Seventh-day Adventist Church - and N0-

■ WHTRE ELSE 1 Why else did she write that she ’’Trembled for our people” -' if she meant 
’’Reform people” T And'why did she not say “Reform Pulpits” instead of writing, as 
she most definitely did:

“Unsanctified MINISTERS are arraying themselves (forming themselves in a solid 
Phalanx as shown in T.M„22 - OPPOSED to the Work of God as shown in T.M.23 which 
MIGHT “RESTORE” what once was but is no longer - such Seventh-day Adventists MINISTERS)

are praising Christ and the god of this World in the same breath,,. MANY will 
stand in OTO Pulpits, with the Torch of False Prophecy in THEIR, hands, kindled from 
the Hellish Torch of SATAN!” T.M.409,

“The Torch of False Prophecy, which would be" uplifted by'“False Teachers,” who 
would privily (not Openly like an Honest Reformer - but Secretly by one who PRETENDS 
Loyalty;- like Conradi of Germany who got this people TWO the Army of Kiaser Bill - 
and THEN showed his true Turn-Coat Colors' by joining the other Churches;- while the 
present Washington Bunch is doing the same;- but trying to take the whole Church WITH 
them into their Omega of their Apostasy - and are Roaring Mad at being Spotted for 
what they ARE - WORSE than Conradi, Canright, or Ballanger;- for these LEFT the Church 
that these Usurpers' have succeeded in Betraying WITH THE VERY SAW TEACHINGS I For the 

, ; Ballanger people are Chortling with Glee that Adventism has at last “Accepted'the
Light” - for which they were Disfellowshipped. But the Battle is not yet over!)

If your letter (NO CARDS.
(so we ■ xx . —
these Papers, Or try REGISTERING the letter

As entire letterstay hA~DESTROYED - askAs'wORE sending Money ^VTwill tell you

WHERE and HOB. There are Ways. "If they persecute you in one City -3— to 
It is only the APOSTATE AOTgm ™
these Cities, almost wholly given up to Idolatry, I|—• • Revolution?)
Radiation? By Communistic-Labor Hordes? By Disease-iestilence. Stn s-



“ "THE USE OF SUCH WEAPONS”

11 Say ye not a Confederacy, 
neither Fear ye their Fear,

THE MEANING OF “CHURCH” - -2- ' (z^>
’’False Teachers,” who would Privily bring IN ’’Damnable Heresies, even denying tne. 

Lord.” These False Teachers, arising IN the Church, A ND ACCOUNTED TIN 7 by many of their 
Brethren in the Faith,' the Apostle compared to “Wells without Water,.# --- —
of Darkness is reserved Forever.”... But “when THEY shall say,Peace and Safety; then

to whom the"Mist 
But “when THEY shall say,Peace and Safety; then 

SUDDEN Destruction cometh upon THEM.” A .A.535.
“Those who present a Doctrine contrary to that of the Bible, are led by the Great 

Apostate who was cast out of the Courts of God.” F.C.E833I. This is what we Believe, 
this is what we Teachi

In the R&H". “Sept.4? 1952. p.3 - a splendid article on the “PERILS OF. HERESY” from 
WITHIN appeared. Strange how these kind of men seem to fade from the Limelight - and 
the name of H.M^Tiopett had to take a back Seat.

While theseAind can rest assured of elevation to Higher Office as they prepare 
such Lying Articles as “YOUR MINISTER NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT - NOT CRITICISM.” p.IO, R&HO 
Aug.2,1956, by J.C.Zollbrecht. Now watch this:

(A) He quotes “To accuse and criticize those whom God is leading, is to accuse 
and criticize the Lord, who’ sent them,” T.M.466,

(B) This wilful Deceiver;- seeking whom he may Devour;- knew full well when he 
quoted this Reference that Sr. White was speaking about:

(c) “Danger in Adopting Worldly Policy” - that is the Title of that Chapter,
(d) This Warning was addressed to “A COUNCIL OF MINISTERS AND RESPONSIBLE MEN... 

Assembled, in no gentle spirit, advance Sentiments and urge Measures for Adoption 
THAT FILLED' ME WITH APPREHENSION AND DISTRESS... Bound up in Bundles with the World,. 
Great Danger was before us AT THE, HEART OF THE WORK... Men of STUBBORN. IroriLike Will, 
both in and out of “the Office, were CONFEDERATING TOGETHER, determined to DRIVE CERTAIN 
MEASURES THROUGH... a certain chosen number who Think as you do, and who will say 
Amen to all that you propose, while OTHERS are EXCLUDED who you think will not be in 
Harmony, I saw that there was GPEAT DANGER of doing this.., 
to all them to whom this people shall say, A Confederacy, 
nor be afraid... To the Law and to the Testimony: if' THEY'sneak not according to this 
Word, it is because THERE IS NO LIGHT IN THE M. >’T .M.2,60-2.63.

(E) Now WHO was this Speaking TO ? Oh, yes ! Those Professional LIARS in Washing
ton;- can Rabble-Rouse and Print their Damnable' LIES - and tell you that only Reform
ers misquote the Writings and take out of Context;- here is' a good chance for you to 
turn now and 1SEE WITH YOUR OWN EYES and use the Intelligence that God has given YOU 
to SEE who is misquoting WHAT ! Nov/ let us continue:

fr) Here is PRAT she was speaking ABOUT - the VERY SAKE THING WE ARE SPEAKING “ABOUT 
! That THEY want to “enter into Alliance with those who know not the Truth.” T.M.4&3*

”(g) ”1 know thy works." I WAS SHOWN THAT THE FOLLIES CF ISREAL IN THE DAYS CF “ 
Samuel WILL (Notice this! How the Prachers HATE these Testimonies and how they like to 
slide' over, under, or around them ! But here it savs'WILL - WILL - WILL) WILL be Re
peated among the people of God today UNLESS a.T.M.4&4*

(h) “Days of Samuel" - Ohl That was the days of Jezebel the Head of the Harlot 
Church;- and Ahab;- the man who could not withstand Destitute and Abandoned Women;- 
and, Oh, Yes I He was the HEAD of the Church! The President of the Conference! And it 
was a COMBINATION of such WOMEN and such CHURCH-LEADERS?- that caused Elijah and Sam
uel to appear on the" Sc ene;- and now let us continue and see what connection this has 
with what we have been Studying:

(l) “God has committed to His SERVANTS a MESSAGE for this Time; (which TIKE ? The 
TIKE when the Follies of Isreal WILL BE REPEATED j) But this MESSAGE does not in every 
particular coincide with the Ideas of all the LEADING MEN. (Mo -it didn’t suit Ahab 
the General Conference President, nor the Harlot Jezebel, either!) and some Criticize^ 
the MESSAGE and the MESSENGERS. They dare even to Reject the words of Reproof sent 
TO (EXACTLY as the Straight Testimony TO the LaodiceansJ While they think THEY are the 
ones to give a Message;- but, as in the Days of the Church in the Days~of the Son of 
Man;- a Message came TO them;- and it meant a Life and Death matter whether or not 
they accepted THAT,MESSAGEJ “The solemn TESTIMONY upon which’the DESTINY of the Church 
HANGS." E,W.270.) from God through His Holy Spirit.” T.M.465. Now turn to the next 
page and" see who is ’’CAVILING”- RIDICULING - MISREPRESENTING < "LIZ 7~ 7 ~~
Then read and UNDERSTAND who is referred to in T.M.22 - •!• “WEAPONS OF WARFARE.“



!

INDIVIDUAL Conscience, When Catholics talk about Religious Liberty, they have in^mind 
what about Adventists?) is not concerned with Liberty for the Individual Conscience;

Doctrinal Anarchy.1’ Converted Catholic Magazine,

JMEANING CF.J’CHUPCH” - -3- (1/2)
(J) “A Condition of things is created that pleases the Prince of Darkness, and 

grieves away the Spirit of God.., Confidence cannot be placed in the Judgment of those 
who indulge in Ridicule and' Misrepresentation, NO WIGHT can be attached to their ad
vice or Resolutions,” T.M.466. (The condition that devlops when the Leading men take 
after those Inspired by the Spirit of God (to Face up to the Abominations that separate 
the people from GodJ- ATTACKING them, falsely Accusing Motives, and Character of all 
who differ with their Majesties. This is EXACTLY what this is Talking about.and NOTH
ING ELSE J Notice - uNo weight can be attached” to the Judgment of these Leading men.)

(K J Now it has Taken alX this Space and Time to Counter-act the Deceptions of the 
Leading men;- to Point out to you;- once and for all set the Principle for you;- of 
HCW to Study the Testimonies;- we have here proven Step by Step that the Statement 
THEY use which will be shown under (L") - is ACTUALLY and DEFINITELY opposed to TT^M; 
And yet they have the Diabolical Nerve to employ such Statements;- actually DQ2ENS of 
them;- and turn them square about and aim them at others in or out of the Church 
in Low Place;- rather than where the Spirit of God aimed them;- in High Place, So now 
why don’t you Smarten up and'keep Tab on what these people tell you;- and check the 
References to see how they are pulling the Wool over your Eyes ? And not let them gee 
away with this Brazen Affrontery:

(L) Sr. White addressed this;- as we have shown Point by Point;-.to the.Ministry;- 
they take this Quotation;- turn it square around and point it at their Enemies. Who 
are their Enemies ? Those who, under Inspiration of the Spirit of God oppose their 
Measures because they know the Wrath of God must come upon us if the ABO MI NAT IQ,NS 
they introduce (Here in particular referring to their ’’Adopting Worldly Policy” and_ 
“Confederating”together” in repeating the “Follies of Isreal” in Uniting with the 
World - the Enemies of God. To stop this;- God sends MESSENGERS - they Oppose these 
MESSENGERS - afid then;- adding’ Insult to Injury;- try to make out that THEY are the 
ones God warns should be Heeded. What Turn-CoatsJ)

“To Accuse and Criticize those whom God is using is to Accuse and Criticize the 
Lord who has sent them... With MANY the Cry of the heart has been, “We will not have 
this man to reign over us,” BAAL, BAAL, is the Choice. The Religion of many among us 
WILL BE the Religion of APOSTATE ISREAL, because THEY love their own way, and forsake 
the Way of the Lord... The Steps NOW being11 taken by the FEW (Leaders) CANNOT be follow
ed by the Remnant people of God,” T ,M.4t>^-470. (See the next page and see that this 
is again referring to those who are making Friends with the Billy Grahams and other 
Love-Fests with the World and who turn like Devouring Wolves on any who Question their 
Course and Actions. Close Study will reveal this also referrs to the Rejection of the 
MESSENGERS - Jones and Waggoner. In any Case - this is a clear cut Testimony AGAINoT 
the Obstinate Church-Leaders;- and imagine the Nerve of them yanking this Statement 
OUT OF PLACE AND CONTEXT to make a RAILING ACCUSATION against God’s MESSENGERS that 
WARN THEM of their End and Fate;- and that of the people who Support them by Robbing 
Tithe and Offerings meant to spread the Truth of God’and NOTHING ELSE I)

(m) This Zollbrecht R&H article also employs P.P.385-6 in their Defense0 Read it. 
Read the entire’Chapter and SEE what it is Talking about; See the Power of God being 
poured out in p.38I;- and upon whom? On two who were OUT of the Tabernacle;- and Moses 
was requested to Check them;-’ but he said to Forbid them noto Even so now the Spirit 
works on some OUT of the Tabernacle:

'' ‘ ROMANISM vs PROTESTANTISM;
“Edward John Carnell... in “CHRISTIANITY TODAY” ,.. Do we find the Truth by sub

mitting to the Church, or do we find the Church by submitting to the Truth? Rome def
ends the first possibility, while the Reformers defend the Second.,.

"Rome contends that the Truth is where the Church is,
“While the Reformers contend that the"Church is where the Truth is.”

Quoted in THE MINISTRY.n.5. Jan.1959.

“When Protestants"talk about Religious Liberty, they have in mind Liberty for the 
Liberty for the Church. The Issue is almost as simple as that. A Roman Catholic (and
e REJECTS that as leading to... MimsDry7 Sept. 1945. p.28.) -
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-4- (142)

One is "A large CONFEDERACY" - also called ’’The SYNAGOGUE of Satan.” T.M.I6.

(Catholic.) 
G.C.I8I.’

MESSENGERS - OR MIDDLE OF THE FENCE 
TOMCATS?'

Andreasen, in his book ’’The Sanctuary Service” p.8I - makes a fine Distinction 
between Priests and Prophets, Included in this should be a Distinction between Synag
ogue and Church.'"FAITHFUL SOULS” from the Beginning of Time CONSITUTE ’’THE CHURCH”'. 
A.A.II, The Lord does not Designate the Church by where the people are;- but where 
His Truth is. Where the Truth is - there is the Church;- whether it means only Noah or 
Lot alone with their Families;- it is still ’’THE CHURCH that is in thine House.”

There are only two Churches that the Lord recognizes on Earth.
The other Church is shown on the same page.

The Lord set Luther ’’against the Authority of THE CHURCH.” G.0,132.
Protestantism taught that the Reformation Movement was ’’THE CHURCH.”'

This Principle continues to the Presont Day - the Church is where' the Truth is.GCl26. 
The TESTING and PURIFICATION of the Church is by a "MESSAGE” e G.C.353. 

The ORIGINAL 1888 G.C. showed that there was to come ”A MESSAGE YET FUTUREGC3S3.
The evidence of this MESSAGE and the MESSENGERS that are w bring this MESSAGE - and 
that God fs Tithe and Means is to' go to these MESSENGERS so they can Teach this MESS

AGE - so that Souls can be Saved from Error, which is Poison, and Death. E.W.50.
' ’ FALSE TEACHERS vs MESSENGERS. ‘ '

"False Teachers... mingle Error with Truth... THEY ARE TO BE MET AND OPPOSED ,”TM55.
Rejecting the MESSENGERS' is the Sin against the Holy Ghost, T.M.97, P.P.405.
The MESSENGERS are sent from God TO the Church to reveal their Apostasies & Abomination 

Naturally this is a Reflection on the'Ministers who PERMITTED these Conditions'and even 
STATED thdm. Hence the Battle between the Priests and the" Prophets. (Andreasen 82).

The I44?000;- called "LIVING SAINTS” are Sealed with the Seal of Philadelphia. Rev. 
3;9. (Word "’to Little Flock p.I4. See Foot-note Reference(g).)

The 144?000 Philadelphians have the "SYNAGOGUE CF SATAN” come and Bow at their Feet. 
"God shew me that this Class were PROFESSED ADVENTISTS.'who had Fallen away.”W.to F.I2. 
"Which say they are JEWS, ahd ARE NOT. but do LIE." Rev.3:9.
"A Company.Thou art weighed in the Balance, AND FOUND WANTING.” E.W.37. ' “ '
God’s "HONEST CHILDREN” are called OUT from among the "NOMINAL ADVENTISTS.” E.W.26I;’ 
Those who Worship at the Feet of the Saints are also called ’’HIRELING PRIESTS”W .124, 
NQ„ADVENT PARTY AS A PARTY WIT,I, ACCEPT THE LAST MESSAGE - ONLY AS INDIVIDUALS JEW ,124.

The Prophets (Messengers) of the Lord took their places near the Temple Gate’ and 
told the people to bring NO MORE OFFERINGS to a Church that has gone into the Omega of 
their Apostasy. "Trust ye hot in lying words, saying, The Temple of the Lord. The Temple 
of the Lord, are these.” Jer.7:1-4. (Andreasen "THE SANCTUARY" SERVICE" p.82.)

THE TEMPLE OF THE~L0RD. ‘ ’
"The names of the 144?000 were ©graved in letters of Gold”1 on the Temple. E.W.I9,/ 

Those who, like Houteff - make out that Adventists are the 144?000 "TEMPLE” do Despite 
to the Angels of God whose Commission it is to s'av WHO they ARE;- they show CONTEMPT 
for the COURT in Heaven that is Sitting to decide this very thing;- they" are NUMBERING 
Isreal. P.K. 189.“When the Lord says ’’GENTILES” (P.K.367) ’’HEATHEN” (P.K.369^ All who, 
as we-have already shown;- JOIN THE TRUTH - ALSO JOIN THE CHURCH! P.K.37I.

Now that Adventists have OFFICIALLY (Write and ask for PROOF 1 This, we hope;- the 
Lord willing - will be our next Paper.) accepted AND EVEN GONE FURTHER THAN THE S-.R.! 
"DEAR BRETHREN WHO OCCUPY RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS IN THE WORK?- The Lord has a Controversy 
with YOU... Religious Principles'have been Corrupted, We will either make more Pure, 
Noble, and holy the Principles held by God’s heritage, OR ELSE WE WILT, MISLEAD by False 
Proposition, Unholy Schemes, saving. ’THE TEMPLE CF THE LORD, THE TEMPLE OF THE LORD. 
ARE” WE,” Special ’T.M. 64 •

While the S.R. and C.O.R. Groups and many others who oh the one Hand claim that 
Laodicea will be Spewnout;- while never seeming to find the Meaning or “Definition of 
"SPEWING OUT”as given in .7,,6:408;- but somehow warp this around to 144?000 of that 
Lukewarm Tribe of Judah going through;- the Adventists are now going them one better 
as you will soon find out from Adventist Pulpits (Write for our next Reports) - what 
is our Commission? "REVEALING THE NET OF FALSE THEORIES, RELIGIONS. AND PHILOSOPHIES 
which Satan has spread to'catch unwary Souls, BY 'THUS DOINa- T?3 WORD OF GOD WE SHALL BE 
LIGHTS IN THE WORLD." T.M.282. ---------- - ---- -  - - - - - - ---------------------  -



 "■ - as Nuss-
loly See to See what he can See,

xvu. '■''TJ »

President Roosevelt proposed to do the

PROPHETS OF OOP) ve PRIESTS OF THE SYNAG0Guff5-
To show'up the Errors of Houteff;- among many other Errors;- was the one that vj  

..Michael stanch up" - the "Loud Cry^ wouldGod'  
 course;- was to find some way to fit in the tt™? anrflJLD CLOSE

savsu0NLY THOSE who took refuge DLTHAT_TElWi would be Saved 
ALL WHO REMAINED OUTSIDE WOULD BE_£ORTVER.LOST. The Mtitudeswixhoab. a
L^3r^'^7l^T^2l9, G.C.32l,649. P.P.29O. T.2:630. ..P.P.95 , S.G^.I07. D.A.8-34. 
Probation closes when Michael stands up. E.W ,36,280. S;^»4:5SjI34. T,2.691. 
D.A.99. G.C.6I3. T.5:212. T,8:315, S.G,2:276. (The Devil leads such Minister^, 
The attempt of K.D.& A. is to keep people IN the Church;- and to believe i~u is J^oing^ 
through";- when it is NOT a Church;- but a Synagogue of Satan;- and, as in J   Noah, Lot, and Christ;"o ORGANIZED. I If X U g°J"g J°be A§
it was in the Days of No~ Lot - so shall it bs“ - then again it is the Church .hat 
SEPARATES from the Billy Grahams and the Cities;- that WILR go iroug y 
OBEDIENCE to the Messengers of God, P.POI66, .
Those Fussy-footing along afraid to Offend Babylon or

  ions for the sake of Gain and Recognition;- air aid of that;
of the Road position between Truth and Error;- neitnerY P pwqktfss COUR-
” PICKING ITS WAY WARILY Al,ONG THE 
AGE OF A"CASTRATED TOMCAT J- need the Tail of weir Ne iorality twisted s fL^ istg 
o^F^hT^ti^^th sincere apologies to Harold Weir, Vancouver Sun Qtomst, 
Oct.3I.I96O J ‘’-ANDSP^JJCT." they »SPARE” them

selves? 11 SPARE11 their 
2-Bit Teaching Job?
Will they 11 SPARE?1 the 
Apostates in High Places? 
Will they 11 SPARE11 the 
Boot-lickers in LOW 
PLACES?

or whatever else it is the Pope wants Kissed - 
Trips to the I .

(Canadian Union Messenger. Oct,22,1952. (Send for Copy.)
 And then F.D.N. WTENDS to be "SHAKED" when ‘ HySnRsY?'’R&H.May3I,I956. 

same. And the next Article across the page is £ -  
And this sort of Clap-Trap needs to be —° iwcAT" moves - and then  DOLLARS it takes on the one hand to be up to these ’’C^^T^1M£& moves - and then 
T—r—*. rrvpr irn r.itv ti& ATTITUDE OF WORDS11 to Brain-Wash the Membership into nine TON mWsWpVwtn^t Fri^dVEiW;^!!!, 113,119.) YOU are PAYING for it, and 
willed up PAWNG'with your Eternal LIFE unless you S®g_JP and do as the Testimon

 ies sSy to do "BREA<_THE_QfiK2S"-ttet Bind you_to Satan and, H here'is how they BIND 
168,240,241(Remember the 1844 experiences will ce n«re is n “.TT-ZsnW * the^sage 

 of God^atg3^NGEP-S iriJ^THlSDIGlTI®;''. F.W.69,Z3^.U.TNe need JEEEJE4SS 
TO EXPOSE THE INCREASING ERRORS OF THIS.TiNE; but the V.ork is hinder d
Means. I saw that the Truth must go.11 B.W.96, nv pomantqm h T M

And the Truth is that ’’THEY AP.F EJMOWINGJ^^ T.M.362,
THE TRACKS OF ROMANISM,

Ezekiel 9 is the Sealing Chapter < 
Ezekiel 8 is the Abomination Chapter, „ wnmn nnri 11 SHOW MYGod’s Messengers;- all and only these will be sealed who SP^T2Z  

Paonia AIL their ABOMINATIONS.” ’’Turn thee yet again, and thou shax^ -ee 
- ends up with

16 - which Scores of Ministers, Bible Students, les.nmony^ °  
KEEPING OF EASTER-SUNDAY BY THOSE.WHOjmL^TT^i1 •

Pool’s Day - the Sealing Angel will arise, *a^, Hav22/58.
Seventh-day Adventist Ministers JADING .OUT as NichoiS ^liL.^k4Li2_22:

Oct,31’,I960.)
When Threatened with the Law -
When Threatened with Loss of Membership -
When Threatened with Loss of Sabbath-School Teachers o 
When Threatened with Loss of Eldership - 
When Threatened with G.C .Policy Whips -
When Threatened with the Cold Stare - 
When Threatened with the Dirty Look - 
When Threatened with all the Above and More
Even Kissing the Feet, 
baum the Seventh-day Adventist makes 6

, Hands,

------------- ---- A •
all and only those'will be Sealed who ” 

"Turn thee yet again- -■ ”
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in thair Apostasy, brought Blight and DEATH

0,610,626. T.M.473

o c o

and HOW it is to be Formed 
of the Beast itself:- the Papacy... ' .._____  
the Aid of the CIVIL Government, ______  
PAPACY:- THE BEAST J1 G.C.443,

“So APOSTASY in THE CHURCH will PREPARE the Way for the IMAGE TO THE BEAST.11 G.C.444

IN THE TRUCKS OF THE BEAST. -6-
STEPS TO PERDITION.

“When the early Church became Corrupted by departing from the sim.p3.city of the Gospel 
and accepting HEATHEN RITES AND CUSTOMS, she LOST the Spirit and Power of God; and in 
Order to CONTROL the Consciences of the "people, she SOUGHT THE SUPPORT of the Secular 
Power. The RESULT was the Papacy.11 G,C,443»

nBut what is the “Image to the Beast11? and’ HOW is it to be Formed?... to learn 
what the Image is like, and HOW it is to be Formed, we must STUDY the Characteristics

It was APOSTASY that led the early Church to SEEK 
and this PREPARED the Way for the devlopment of the

HOW ROME KEPT SUNDAY, 
"Ihen the problem of the date of’ Easter became so’ acute that a number of Synods were 
convened in Rome, Palestine, Alexandria, and other places. These Synods all decided 
in favor of the'Roman practice of holding Easter on a Sunday instead of on the'Evening 
of the fourteenth of Nisan.11 Elder Richard Hammill, THE MlNISTRYap.18. Sept.I960.

HOW ADVENTISM KEPT SUNDAY.
At the Cleveland General Conference Session, 1958:- nothing but Secondary Issues were' 
taken up;-‘for the most part this was one Grand Carnival. Extra Police had to be Hired, 
NOT to handle "REFORMERS" but to handle the 11 Merry-Makers" that knew the things Presen
sed, were only Secondary Issues;- and the usual Worn-Out Method of presenting dry Stat
istics for "PROOF"that "GOD IS WITH US11- went the usual number of Meseristic Rounds.
■MP STATISTICS are "PROOF11 that God is with a people;- then the people OUT of the Ark 
must have had more Power and Spirit than Noah on the Inside. WHAT UTTER GARBAGE'!

Anyway;- the Extra Police hired made them Toe the Line and so they Force-fed them
this Garbage. Then Beach';- one of the few men with Brains and Ability there;-(that 
could be put to much better use)- proposed that all matters NOT dealt with here, and 
any NEW matters be referred to the "AUTUMN COUNCIL"- for Consideration and' "ACTION." 
They were so anxious to get back to their Visiting and Recess;- that it seems not a 
man among them realized what this meant. This was taking all weighty matters out of 
the hands of the 6,000 Delegates;- and passed on to a Holy Synod. That would decide 
EpP; you - what YOU are to Believe. They also effectually had ways and means of gett
ing Rid of those who might Object so that only 202 "Princes of Renown11' were Represented« 
It was this Holy Synod, this Council of Laodicea 1958;- that’ PASSED the "QUEER DOCTRINE" 
Book that WAS NOT brought before the Delegates lest it disturb them;- and which the'" 
Shepherd’s Rod had represented to them as being established Church Tradition, (in 1959)

Martin says in his Book the Adventists did not bring it up in Cleveland. And it was 
carefully omitted from the R&H Reports of the "Autumn Council" - yet, if passed at all, 
it must have been passed off by the "BIG THREE" K.D.& A, - on this Body, (in 1958),

"WE ARE HOLY EVERY ONE."
"Those who Sympathized with KJL& A, in their Apos easy- brought Blight and DEATH 

upon THEMSELVES. 'SO IT WILL BEW THESE LAST DAYS. THE CAUSE GF CHRIST WILL BE BETRAYEDJ 
, tct.ii.- ■■■ , TL«-1 II.............. .... n.n u.r. ct«t i i»> n. —> «.u MMI*; —CT—CTa .» — —CT———«»■ , —— ■ t»CT n». n ■■■ jr— ct——-m—ct—umr.M..—mww———ctctct— ■■ ict..ii ■■ i I—ii i.——CT— ctct«——

R&H, May 24>I898. July 13,1922, Printed in Brisbin Book 36, Also many other References 
in the Testimonies that the Church-Leadership Rebellion of K.D.& A. will be REPEATED.

REPEATED.
"With the 202 accredited Delegates we kneel reverently as W.R .Beach, secretary of the 
General Conference, presents us before the Throne of Grace "AS KEN SAVED AND DEDICATED". 
("WE ARE HOLY EVERY ONE - RICH AND ’ INCREASED'WITH GOODS AND Ilf NEED OT NOTHING71 
This Slobber by Raymond F.Cottrell, R&H, Nov.13.,1958.

PREPARATION, ' '
n><>— .m» —n—ictiw—i.u—ctoct *

These men never make a move without Feeling their way, F.D.N, PREPARED the way with 
his Easter-Keeping Permit in the R&H, May-22,1958. The Body of the Church mostly Dead 
in Trespasses and Sins;- few if any saw any Danger in KEEPING SUNDAY! They were too 
busy Studying "THE MARK OF THE BEAST." Coming with the -SWORD and WAITING for it to be 
FORCEDa But no Harlot operated that way. "Evil men,.. will unite with CEvil Angels) 
in seeking to separate him from God BY ALLURING TELTOTATIONS. When these do not'Succeed, 
THEN a COMPELLING Power is employed to FORCE the Conscience." G.0,610,626, T.M.473. 
P.K.I88, T.5:81,712. - - - - - ~



(1/2)

A LIE

Now we will turn and see how Rome

"Faith ~'Fanatie Faith - 
Once wedded fast -
To some dear Falsehood - 
Hugs it to the Last,”

Adventists to eat Pork. R&H, March 6,1958
And so, •’ 

of this Denomination;- 
This Leaflet ;  
Hell-believing Churches to ’’Hear the Blessed Gospel"

> a
person go to the Old Whor:- or her Daughter’s Houses - on the Feast and Forn- 

i;- the Worship of Baal in Modern Dress;- receive the Mark 
and still be ”Wor .nipping God” and "Winning souls to Christ,” 'The Adv-

■ Castrated also.

THE. IMAGE TO THE BEAST. -
FIRST SUNDAY IS "URGED” - WITH "REWARDS” HANDED OUT - FORCE COMES LAST. ~

Jones warned in the 1888 Period - that the Mark of the Beast would be placed on 
people before they would be aware of it;- and once placed;- the condition of that per
son would be Hopeless. The Eternal Destiny would be fixed. ■ '

’’Judgment must BEGIN at the House of God.” I Peter4*I7, Isa.10:12. Eze,9*6’.
The Sealing and’Judgment’goes on while the Door of’Probation is ”CLOSED to those who 
would not enter.” 1.9*97. Only those who leave the Foolish Laodiceahd” and find Christ 
where He is - OUT of that Church;- IN the Philadelphian Church (T,M.446. G.C.430,435. Y' 
will be Sealed and Saved’and kept ’’from the Hour of Temptation.” Pillars in the Temples 
Those who, knowing better;- keep Sunday, receive the Mark of the Beast.

Luther discovered ’’Righteousness by Faith” in Christ ALONE - without Earthly Priests 
or Mediators. Roy A, Anderson, head of the Ministry and Seminary Group tells*’these 
Ministers in the first ’’COUNCIL” of' Lacdioea ever held, Denver, Elay 16-19, I960. Also 
Washington, D.C. May 23-26,I960„ Evengelistic Council Report p.II;- "While many things 
about the Roman Catholic Church give us cause for concern,' yet in some ways they can- 

and even Adventism... Among other objectives they
about the Roman Catholic Church give 
set a PEAL EXAMPLE to Protestantism, 
have set about to emphasize the importance of the Priest.”

On p.47 Andrew’Fearing'saysNew Members,.. have had a Courtship, now they need to 
be MRRIe^ into the Church.” (I thought the marriage was with the Bridgrobm '- ?)'

Luther broke the Shackles of Ignorance and Superstition;- and told the people they 
could come to Christ DIRECT - without "the Mediumship of any Mother Mary or Mother Laod- 
icea or her Hireling PRIESTS. (E.W.I24,)

"The Righteousness of Christ by Faith has been ignored by some; for it is contrary 
to their spirit... RULE, RULE. has been their course of ACTION. Satan has had” an opp
ortunity of Representing himself .. Their human Invention, originating with the speci® 
ous devices of Satan, appears fair enough to the Blinded eyes of meh... A LIE, BELIEVED. 
Z^CLIQND, becomes a Truth to THEM... These are False gods.” T.M.364.

"The Lord will raise up MEN who will give the people the Message for this Time.” 
T.M.I07. ’’And remember that God, the Infinite God, HAS NOT PLACED MEN in any such pos
itions as they occupied at Minneapolis, AND HAVE OCCUPIED SINCE THEN.” T.M.295.

"And the voice they now have in the cause of God IS NOT THE VOICE OF GOD,” T.M.29I.
NOT THE VOICE OF GOD. “ "

ihe Voice that is not the Voice of God;- after Nichols felt the Pulse of Adventism, 
and found it to be so Low that barely a Stir went through the Body as he proposed that 
Adventists keep Sunday - which is Easter;- or Easter - which is Sunday;- have it which
ever way you like;- Easter is Sunday;- and Sunday is Easter. R&H. May”22,1958. F.D.N.

This was followed by the Princes of Renown - the "SAVED” men in the Autumn Council,
> e are Holy - every one” - undertook another Step in Apostasy and in following in the 

Tracks of Romanism in setting up the Image to the Beast;- by doing as they have done 
for a long Time with Fakeroo Health Foods;- making them Taste, Smell, and Look like 
the South End of a Pig'going North;- so' that it was easy to follow this with allowing

F.D.N.
to Acclimatize them to keep Sunday;- they put on the biggest Holy Crusade 

"Visitation Leaflet^ Spring of 1'959. R&H. Nov,27,1958. p,6-8, 
spear-headed the Drive to tell the World that THEY were going to THEIR

u  —  That was Lie I.
Lie - 2 is that you can Worship the God of the Universe by keeping Sunday;- I th

ought that Day belonged to the Enemy of God - the Beast of Rome - the Mother ofHarlots 
How can a p-  - ■
icaticn day of Ancient Chaldea 
of the Beast;- < 
entist Bull-dog has devloped Rubber Teeth and lost its Bark - 

 < . FOLLOWING IN THE TRACK OF ROMANISM.
"One leg by Truth supnorted -
One by Lies -
Thus hobbling to the Goal they go -
Secure of nothing - but to LOSE THE RACE.” 

(With Aplcgies to "Rome rs Challenge."J 
kept Sunday. ----------



upholders were hated and proscribed... If SEX c0UtL^^Urtm°^?WRh'' TI/fT 
ise of Truth and RighteousnessthenG-c’«. 
(Same) Story of Redemption, 324. D.A.116,279. T, 1:274. i4„Hv nf the ‘

"VIhen the Early Church became corrupted by departing fromPOTO OF GOD; 
Gospel and accepting Heathen Rites and Customs, S^k-i^x.———? xx lps~ and in order to' CONTROL the Consciences of the people, she sought the Suppor ( ■ 
Adventists are now doing) of the Secular Power. The result was e this
APOSTASY that led the Early Church to seek the aid of the Civil Governmen , ana .

 Prepared the Way for the Development of the Papacy,- the Beas ... o 
CHURCH will Prepare the Way for the Image to the Beast. G.C, 443-4. ?-3o^. 1*^.4 •

Do the Popular Churches ”APOSTASIZE” when they keep Sunday, -mass, -> ? above
Pork, use Drugs, etc. ? Things they have been doing for a Millenium? Or is "^e above 
speaking of ” Those who have been regarded as Worthy and  ighteous prov - - -
LEADERS IN APOSTASY." T.5:212. (When is this to take place . Read ±e rest of ~ 
page - see that this is speaking of just when Probation is Closing up. - v  
the Image follow the Beast ?  x it,.

"Thus"they used the fledgling Easter Celebration as a means of establishing 
Observance of Sunday.” Ministry, Sept. I960, p?20, Elder Richard ammi .
continues by showing that any Church Leaders that protested - ic or, t ;
Rome,,, attempted to Excommunicate them all.” Until the Issue was x °rc®
The Image to the Beast is being set up by Figuhr and his Henchmen -by failing i . 
those they do not want to Autumn Councils and G.C .Sessions, .yy es’"nie Even*

Thus, as Jones warned - the Image is coming up in a surprising Lay and ELace, Even 
as Christ was Crucified by the very Elders arid Priests that claimed to be looking f 
Him and to Whom all their Ceremonies pointed. Even so the Church that is van g
World about the Image of the Beast;- is following in the Tracks o. omanis '
up. This is the Abomination that maketh Desolate, Being set up in ..e o y 
And they would like to employ the Power of the State to cover up their Tracks, 

WD.AD^SHR.TIKING FORMULA. ,
"God, the Infinite God - HASJICT placed men in"any such Positions as they occupied 

at Minneapolis, and have occupied SINCE. THEN,” T.M.295.
DISEASE OF THE BRAIN,

Contagious Theological Abortion as found in the Ministry Magazine: "It is my se 
led Conviction that God has no Finer, more capable men than can be found w t- v \ 
Rank and File of the Seventh-day Adventist Ministry. (Wyman Bleating, uly, > .

CEREBRAL-ADVENTITIS.
The above mentioned Article could"’OM be Palmed off on a Closed Cloister of ^ei-. 

igious Zealots who have followed the Pattern set by Romanism un  - . pQ •
(1) Supreme Holiness to their Unholy Order - held together by a Pay-Cneque. . £ •
(2) Perfectionism of the Church. G.C. 57. "The Church had never erred’ - nor could it.
(3) "I am Saved” - the Teaching of K.D.A. - "We are holy - every one,
(4) It is a Mortal Sin to Question the Infallibility of their Washington See. .. .
"God has never given a HINT in His Word that He has.appointed any m^n mp^rhiriffs 
of the Church. The Doctrine of Papal Supremacy is directly Opposed to the
of the Scriptures... Romanists have persisted in bringing against Protestants the 
a rhe of Heresy... But these Accusations apply.rather to themselyes- - - - (The Adventist Bull must go through a De-Horning -trocess.;

HOW TO APOSTATIZE' (KEEPING SUNDAY.) -8- (IZ2)
We again refer to Elder Richard Hammill in his^reply to the Book "THE TRUTH ABOUT 

ShATENTH-DAY ADVENTISM” - by Walter R, Martin as he (Martin) baits Seventh-day Advents. 
1 "'e Honor the Research by Elder Hammill in which he shows that Rome BEGAN to keep Sun
day - BY KEEPING EASTERN Thus a "Holy Crusade”' in trying;- as Adventists are trying; 
to""put Christ back into Xmass and Easter" - "Let us keep the Holidays with Holiness” - 
when no Christ and no Holiness was ever attached to these Pagan Festivals of Ancient 
Chaldea and Mythology;- such "Holy Crusade” will get' them exactly where it got the 
Catholics of the Dark Ages, For, like Cain the Elder;- (T.M.77.) - they will seek to 
have you Worship the same as they do;- and agree to their Way of Worshipping;- if they 
have to Kill you to Convince you,"It required a desperate struggle for those who would be Faithful to stand'against 
the Deceptions and Abominations which were disguised in Sacerdotal Garments and intro
duced into the Church,., The Doctrine’of Religious Freedom was termed Heresy, and its 
upholders were hated and proscribed..„  ALL EVEN WAR.

) Story of Redemption, 324. D.A.116,279. T,1:274.



0.42*CASTRATING THE BULL'- -9-
ADVENTITIS BULLITIS. HYPNOTISM - MESMERISM.

Why do the Master-Psychologists, the Agents of Satan (for Psychology is the Art 
of Satan ! P.K.5271 S.G.45SO,)- why do these Mesmerism Artists not want their R&H 
Abominations Quoted? '' ~ ~

Because we quote certain Point-Blank Statements that they make. This makes them 
Boiling Mad - for they carefully Prepare the Way for these Statements by ‘’Multitudes 
of Woods’’ - White-wash Brushes - Brain-Washing Propoganda and the Point-Blank State
ment WITHOUT' this carefully prepared Hash - is TOO ABRUPT - TOO RAW! It leaves out 
the Sugar and Spice and’everything Nice* It would reveal what they are UP TO! And 
THAT - they do not WANTa And so they" appeal to Law - to the Sword - to the State.’ 

Well - Mr. Nichols^ ‘1,000 of these are out. 3,000 abbreviated versions are out. 
They cannot be recalled.'Not by you or anyone else. They are in the Mails! It could" 
have been Written bettero Arranging of Documentary Evidence could have been Improved, 
Perhaps some one will do this, But one thing we know - the 'ESSENCE' of the WARNING' to 
this people’is here in these pages and in these References. Now - do your Damnest, 
Mr. Nichols. Judas-Iscariot. Betrayer and Deceiverc Worker of Baal and Hell. Agent of 
Satan . And' all~the other words you and your Laodicean Lackeys have called us - we 
hurl in your Teeth;- as did the Reformers in another Dark Age,

BOIDS OR' CORDS OF' PSYCHOLOGY.— ■!■■■■ i ■!—nrai !■» '■ii ■! m <w w“I saw a number of Companies’that'seemed to be Bound together by CORDS... No connect
ion between them and Jesus..i were constantly saying,“God is with us, We stand’in the 
Light, We have the Truth. ”... “Come out from among'them and “be Ve 'SEPARATE . ."'They 
must give up Errofb and Traditions received from menc“E.W.240-243. (Read this rememb
ering that the 1844 Experiences are to be Repeated.)

“Satan will permit those to have a Degree of Rest who are BOUND as SLAVES^to his 
CHARIOT, for they are his willing Captives; but his Enmity is aroused when the Message 
of Mercy reaches his Bondslaves, and they"seek to Wrench themselves AWAY from his Pow
er, that they may Follow the True Shepherd,,. The Conflict between the Soul and Satan 
BEGINS when the Captive BEGINS to Tug at the CHAIN, and" longs to be FREE ,“F ,C".E .299.

“Though they did not see all thipgs" clearly, they were enabled to perceive many 
long-buried Truths, As Heaven-sent Messengers they went forth, RENDING ASUNDER THE 
CHAINS of Error and Superstition, and calling upon those who had been so long ENSLAVED 
to ARISE and ASSERT their LIBERTY.“ G.C.79.

“When BRETHREN manifest the SPIRIT OF THE DRAGON, to make WAR upon those who bel
ieve that God has communicated Light and Comfort to’ them through the TESTIMONIES, it 
is TIME for the'“Brethren and Sisters to ASSERT their LIBERTY and Perfect FREEDOM of 
Conscience.” T.4:246,

“At Wittenberg a LIGHT was Kindled whose Rays should extend to the uttermost Parts of 
the Earth, and which was to Increase in Brightness to the Close of Time.” G.0.126.

“As the Light and Life of men was Rejected by the Eccliastical Authorities in the 
Days of Christ, so it has been Rejected in every succeeding Generation. Again and again 
Christ’s withdrawal from Judea has been Repeated, When' the REFORMERS preached the Word 
of God, they had no thought of Separating themselves from the Established Church; but' 
the RELIGIOUS LEADERS would not Tolerate the LIGHT. and those that bore it"were Forced 
to seek ANOTHER CLASS... TURN AWAY' from the Churches they Love... LEAVE the Church of 
their Fathers, that they may render OBEDIENCE.“ D.AO232,

WHAT DOES LIGHT DO ? lan < .-si—:w>. — ■ »■»—il'Wlj-.,“Oh, how precious to Luther was this NEW and Glorious LIGHT which had dawned upon 
his Dark Understanding, and driven away his SUPERSTITION! .... Raising his voice AGAINST 
the Errors and Sins of the Papal Church, he'earnestly endeavoured to break the CHAIM 
of DARKNESS which"was confining Thousands,.. IN THE POWER OF THE HOLY SPIRIT he cried 
out against the existing Sins of the 'LEADERS of the CHURCH J1 E".W,223.

“The people were wholly Deceived. They were' taught that"the Popes and Priests' were 
Christ’s Representatives, when in fact they were ths Representatives of Satan, and 
those who Bowed to them - WORSHIPPED SATAN.” EeW.2l4a

“When the Papal Bull reached Luther, he said:”I despise and attack it', as Impious, ’ 
False’!,, the WEAK and SUPERSTITIOUS trembled before the Decree of the Pope,” G,C.141-2*



say the least])'-

Church.” (Only Dross will be left,) T.5
In this Time "Satan 

the Sealing was Past,., 
’’Soon God’s people will be Tested by Fiery Trials -

And the Great Proportion of those who now APPEAR to be Genuine and True -
Mil prove to be Base Metal..,

They will COWARDLY take the Side of the Opposers.” T.5:136. 
"Many think'far too favorably of the Present Time,

These.., will be engulfed in the GENERAL RUIN,” T,5:8O.
When it comes to Laws- it might be interesting to determine IF a Fifth-Column 

Piracy can usurpy Authority;- permit themselves to be Voted into Office by Closed 
Cloister Dark Ages Catholic or by Communistic methods of Voting:- and then to use 
their Office and Position (as‘Sr,‘White predicted they would do) - to "TEAR DOWN" 
what took so long to build up. T.2: 440 c T.M.23, T,5:103. T.1:24-8-9.

To me the Issue revolves around one Point - shall you, in youi' Brazen Presumption 
be allowed to continue to Illegally Foist your New Religion (B2:54-5.) on an unsuspect
ing people:- shall you be permitted to fight INDZZiT'lALS - making pirt UP 
THEIR OWN MONEY to Protect themselves while you use Office and POSITION and RONEY of 
the Church:- the Funds of God’s people to further your own Selfish Ends ?

Not costing one Cent of your own Money:- even your TILE being paid for as you re
sort to Legal’Action:- with the sole purpose of enhancing your own Ends and enriching 
your own Pockets:- thus employing the Power of the State to beat in the Heads of your 
Opposition:- all this in the Name and to the Appeal to "RELIGIOUS LIBERTY11

No Dark Ages Despots;- whose Deeds you Decry:- ever went beyond this. For remember 
that one Step leads to' another:- and it was YOU and your R&H Braves (Heros) - that 
took the First Step and threw the first Tomahawk,'It remains to be seen who is going 
to be Scalped, The Battle has BUT BEGUN] E.W.69,

In your Blind and Bigoted Zeal:- you seem to forget that History reveals that to 
try to put down Opposition - ONLY INCREA.SES IT J Especially when there is just Cause 
FOR Opposition.’ Still you venture to wield the Mailed Fist ]

One Major reason we were put out of the Church was, according to 2 Ministers twho 
came with the Final 7-Question Ultimatum (an interesting Story to 
was that I had Allegedly referred to the Leaders as "Straw-Boss Oakes” and "Lumber- 
Jack” Figuhr:- that this was Allegedly in my Duplicated Papers, I denied this, I knew 
who did it:- altho the Affair did nothing but amuse me:- for it appears these men 
DEMNP an Ovation and Recognition not accorded to the President of the United States, 
To silence the Sound of all but Supreme Adulation:- they are ready to commit Spiritual 
Mayhem. AnathemaMaranatha,

’ They insisted that I HAD said this - would bring the Paper next time and PROVE it. 
Next Time they came they said they could not find it "But that I should not have said 
it - anyway]” You can Fool SORE of the people SOME of the Time - but you cannot Fool 
ALL of the people ALL of the Time. "As we near the Judgment.,, “it will be NADE^PLAIN 
to what Company they belong.” S.G,2:201, T,5:5C5, C.0«L,4I9>I24o T,M.4&, G.C.602.

You are turning your Powerful Church-Batteries from Attacking the World to Attack
ing the Church of God, T.M.22, How long will God put up with your K.D.& A. Perversity?

LAW OF COPYRIGHTS. ’ -10- * (1Z2)
iTo Nichols) The Law of Copyrights was Instituted to Protect the man that spends 

much Time and Money to Prepare a certain Original Thought or Scientific Process. What 
is there about your Writings that is either Original or worth Protecting? They are”the 
Meanderings of Paganism, which:- unlawfully wed to Christianity, parades before the 
World in the Finery of the Latter:- but clad underneath in the Trappings of the Former, 
This is following in the Tracks of Romanism. T.M.362,

By command of God;- this Deceptive Guise is to be Unmasked. "With the“additional 
mention of the CORRUPTIONS which have been entering the Churches since 1844. The Work 
of this Angel comes in at’ the Right Time to JOIN in the Last Great Work of the Third 
Angel's Message, as it swells to a Loud Cry." E.W.277.

By command' of the Church:- this Nefarious 5th, Column Operation, boring from within, 
is to be”allowed to‘continue. "The Contest is between the Commandments of God and the 
Commandments of men. In this TI ME ‘the Gold will bo Separated from the Dross in the

.3:81.
was trying his every Art to HOLD THEM WERE THEY WERE. until 
and they left without a Shelter," E,W,44.



-II-THE OPPOSITION PARTY

3 form- 
and as

And your Rabble-Rousing. J 
OREGON JOURNAL. FEBRUARY 5, 19^9.

“Five Seventh-day Adventist World Leaders here from Washington 3 D.C,.., While favoring 
a United Front on the part of Christians in fighting Sin AND IN CO<UTING COMMUNISM 
and other non-Christian Religions, they feel there is no possibility of the newly 
elected Roman Pontif wooing Protestantism into the Catholic fold.

"The denomination’s general conference president, Elder R.R.Figuhr in SLOWLY, CARE- 
FULLY SELECTED WORDS replied to a question from the Press, "We are glad to unite with 
any group to forward a good cause," p.62 of Hudson’s "Preliminary Memorandum." ‘(Empasis 
added.) Thus the Double-dealers talk on - and no one is to check up on them. The Mem
bers of the Church are to Docilely agree to any Trap they ma;/ set for them.

"The World must'not be introduced into the Church, and married to the Church 
ing a Bond of Unity. Through this means the Church WIIIj^PECOlyE indeed corrupt, 
stated in the Revelation,"a cage of every Unclean and Hateful Bird." T.M.265.

"LONG-OVERDUE INVESTIGA^ION"
"At its recent assembly on the Island of Rhodes, Greece, the WORLD _COUNCIL CF 

CBJ^GHES decided to hold a full debate next year on the problem of Religious Liberty 
in Roman Catholic countries... The decision of the World Council to bring this gross 
Catholic violation of the Golden Rule into the open is to be commended. The Light of ' 

, and we trustPublicity often tends to check evil, and we trust it will do so in this case." R.FGCQ 
R&H. Oct.15,1959. p.3. (les - that is why WE are bringing YOUR Actions into the "LIGHT OF.,PUBLICITY" - let us hope it will put a Brake on YOU ’ And your Rabbie-RousingTT"

________________ (IZ.)
Under Totalitarian Dominations- no Opposition party is permitted to'Function, The 

Voice of Liberty and Free Speech is Crushed by Self-Sufficient Demigods. In a Democ
ratic Country no Political Party can be Bound by reason of Copyright or any other 
Laws to Repeat:- Repudiate;- Attack:- Denounce - the Platform of the other Party. So 
it should be. So it should and has been with Religion* Those who do not like this - 
should Pack their Suit-case and go to a Totalitarian Country.

"Do not forget that the most dangerous Shards which Satan has prepared for the 
Imagine some one who has Read 

"COMMUNISM" to follow the PuritansChurch will come through its own Members," T.5;477.

the Advances of this most dangerous foe to CTV.IL and • '* •
(See G.C.571-574?579-581. )

R&H DOUBLE-TALK,
For Politicians to Double-Talk is accepted procedure.Jor Ministers of the Gospel it 
is not. Now watch the Double-Talk issuing from the F&H . 44,-4-

"Let us make clear that we believe Catholics have every Right ..o pit mo
igion in the United States, or anywhere else for that matter. Because we do nou

ept Catholicism we do not therefore have the least desire to see its Freedom cur
tailed in any Degree... AND, may we add, the Church that confidently believes ^t 

is directed of Heaven, and is conscious of tie Power oftne ivine ^pi 1 , 
THIS!) WILL HAVE NO' DESIRE TO INVOKE THE POWER. ,QF_TUE. ? F.DcN, R&H. JaA-,<.^?

(Emphasis and Parenthesis added» Do not quote - see Original./ Whc_.t has ^aPP®a®onf
all the Teachings and Warnings of the Protestants that . ome;-^ by ie^ /
will NEVER grant Liberty of Expression ONCE she controls the State . ihis Kina 
Talk is Religious Suicide. CONTRARY to the G.C, statements reserve o a ove.

CCI'EFJNISM,
"Russia... There is no place for Godwin the pictoe anywhere. Not only that, but Comm
unism is actively,'militantly hostile to religion... A person or a na ion •
to any view desired. (All except Reformers - Mr. Nichols •••) su^s n - y .
ent position to take if one subscribes to the Doctrine^of Free1 p^ec.. M*
(For Catholics, Communists, anybody, everybody;- * if c- ’  *
Nichols???) No, we have no controversy - certainly Seventn-day Aavenuistsja x 
troversy - with Communists, or anyone else, over their right uO ui any.view n 
desire." F.D.N. R&H. Dec.3,1959. (Mr. Nichols;- we desire to hold the view tiptoe 
should be Free to quote your ramblings unmolested - to warn the Pa°P ® vn^°?_ 
ers are heading this Church into;- do you grant that Righr, Mr, Nichols . Or is tl 
just some more Political Hog-Wash???)DOUBLE-TALK.



PUTTING THE' BLAIVE ON THE CATHOLICS. -12- k 1Z2 J
Adventists bet on Kiaser Bill. They lost.
Adventists bet on Adolph Hitler. They lost again.Adventists bet on a Decadent, Out-moded, Antiqued "Cannon Ball” Civil Defense Prog

ramme that Senator Young of Ohio showed up as Suicidal. (A Memorable Saturday Even
ing Post Article that saved our Neck.) Now Robert B.Meyner, Governor of Nev; Jersey 
goes one Step farther and writes “BOMB SHELTERS WILL NOT SAVE US J” in Coronet, Sept,
I960. This ought to show up once and for all the Stupidity of Adventist Leaders.
That the Testimonies are RIGHT when they say 11 GET OUT” - of the Doomed Cities. 

Adventists bet on Nixon, They lost again. When will Adventists realize they are on a 
losing Team ? Will they have to wait till Judgment Day to find that they Lost - AGAIN?
Adventists bet on the “NOTED ADVENTIST HISTORIAN" by the name of one Froom. "PROFESS
OR OF PROPHETIC INTERPRETATION AT THE SEVENTH-PAY ADVENTIST THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.
TAKOMA PARK, WASHINGTON.D,C.(P.7,29 -‘"of "THE* TRUTH ABOUT1 SEVENTH-PAY ADVENTISM"- 
by one Walter Martin.) His ”NOTED" Prophetic Interpretations have never included 
the Truth that the Adventist Programme to shove the Testimonies to one side and 

Adventists betting on their Young men and Yo.nng women in Uniform AS SR WHITE PREDICTED 
LONG BEFORE WOEEN WERE IN UNIFORM - that this Programme would lead to them being’bro- 
ought "LOW IN THE DUST” when Wrr does lift his Helmet to his brow, T.1:270, S.G,4:63,
"THIS NATION WILL YET BE HUMBLED IN THE DUST... WHEN ENGLAND DOES DECLARE WAR." T.I:
259, T.5:451. "NATIONAL APOSTASY WILL BE FOLLOWED" BY NATIONAL RUIN." p',7. "THE
FINAL' CRISIS" 170 The Southern Publishing Assoc. Nashville 8, Tennessee.
Those found in those Uniforms are NOT doing the Will of God - who •said to come 
"OUT” of Babylon. "In the Army they CANNOT Obey the Truth.” T.1:361.

It seems this War will come after Probation is closed. T.9:I7, And what does that page 
say God’s people will doW JOIN THE ARM OR POLITICS? "Come OUT fr‘6m "among them and be’
ye SEPARATE.” T.9:I7. For Satan controls their Movements, T,1:363-4. E.W.276, GC.627, 
S .0.1:190-193, And God is going'to Reward all who take the’Wrong Side - WITH DEATH!
Their Preachers will have their Teeth kicked in also. E.W.2S2. G.C,656,537,PP.166, 
Why belong to the LAST Church - the FOOLISH VIRGIN Church - the Church that comes 
too late - LAST and also LOST J "The Wicked shall do Wickedly and NONE of the
Wicked shall Understand;- but the WISE shall Understand.”* The Wise will Under
stand that ”Spewn OUT” means "S£fewn CUT” and that Philadelphia is the’Sealed’
Church - and none other, T.M.446. Word to LITTLE Flock, p.12,14. GTC.430,435. 

Christians vail not Dabble in Politics, T.M.I3I. Christ refused to "‘interfere in Politics 
D.A.5O9, G.W.396, Not to pay Tithe to'such Ministers, F ,C .E,477,483,475-84.See ’INDEX.
Politics to be BURIED by God’s people. G.W',391. F.C.E.475. T.6:122. T.9:89. Ed',49. “ * 
All Government men take Note: Beware of letting Hypocrite Adventists join your aide!
The Side they join loses - SURE AS DAY! We PREDICTED that Nixon would WIN - but 
when we found that Adventist Church-Leaders were pulling for Nixon;- we ABRUPTLY 
changed our Mind and said John Kennedy would WIN! (But will not be in Office long
if at all;- for it is PROTESTANT AMERICA - NOT CATHOLIC "AMERICA1- that is to set 
up the Image to the Beast.) See “Final Crisis", G.C,445,573,448,

While Adventists are busy Rabble-Rousing their people at Camp Meetings and otherwise;- 
of the FEAR of CATHOLICISM - consider these FACTS;
(l) The National Co.incil of "Churches will Set up Persecution and the Image td‘‘th'e’
Beast. T.5:712,715,716. T.4:185. T.1:326,469. T.5:475,498,450,501,574i'G.C.444-5.'
F.C.E.3II. P.P.7I9. G.C.313,592,278. Adventists will join them, T.5:463. G.C.6C8, 
(2) The Catholic scare is just a Trick of Satan to rush the Adventists into the 
arms of the REAL BABYLON - the Billy Grahams, Barnhouses, Martins, Evangelicals.
(3) The ORIGINAL G.C. 383 (1888 Edition) DID NOT have the word "ALONE" in there. 
This shows that Romanism IS NOT Babylon; “We may have LESS to say in some
lines, in'regard to the Roman Power and the Papacy.” T.M.II2, 

(47 "She has had her Day - and it is PAST, and her Daughters, the PROTESTANT SECTS. ~ 
were the NEXT to come on the Stage and act out the same mind that the Mother’had when she Persecuted the Saints," p,I - Unpublished (Sparlding-Magan) Testimonies,(>dl2.00)

(5) As the Romans had NO FIGHT with Christ and Hi;-: Disciples until the Church made 
it;- even so we are plainly told the Catholics will be called in "By our former
Brethren" - “We will then be an Obscure people - little known to~the Catholics”- 
CERTAINLY "WE" IS NOT SPEAKING OF THE S.D,A .CHURCH ! For they are well "KNOWN"-!
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COMMUNISM A CHILD OF ROMANISM. " "-I3- (1/2)‘
Countries that for a Millennium were I0C$ Catholic - have gone 100$ Communistic^ 

The Labor Unions (Communists) will be the largest single cause of Trouble in the Time 
of Trouble, Country Living p,II?24. The Remedy is NOT to stand up and FIGHT them like 
the Jews that wanted to Fight the Romans;- but the Remedy is to "FLEE OUT11 of the Cities 
into the Country;- the place that all Sane Govermeht men are advising people to go.

Communism is the Aborted Offspring of Romanism, Born out of Wedlock, A Philistine 
Rabble-Rouser, Rome grants NO RIGHTS to anyone but THEMSELVES. She taught her Child to 
BEAT.JP anybody else on the Street* The little Philistine grew un AND BEAT UP ITS GEN 
MOTHER I THE LAW CF RETRIBUTION. (Study it - Nichols!) "As ye sow -'SO shall ye Reap."

Now the Abandoned Mother of Harlots - carrying a loaded Crucifix - comes begging 
to America’s Shore;- the Home of the Children she Cast out to make room for her Favor
ite Philistine! Who has since ’’Burned her flesh as with Fire.” Prophecy fulfilled!

FROM POPERY TO ATHEISM,
"It was Popery that had begun the work which Atheism was completingc.. Instead 

of holding the Masses in a BLUE) Submission to her Dogmas, her work resulted in mak
ing them INFIDELS"AND REVOLUTIONISTS. Romanism they despised as Priestcraft... They 
regarded her greed and cruelty as the legitimate fruit of the Bible,' and they would 
have NONE OF' IT I Enraged at the glittering CHEAT ... they rejected Truth and False
hood together; and'mistaking License for Liberty, the Slaves of Vice exulted in their 
mistaken Freedom.., The REVOLUTION set up its first GUILLOTINE... Unsparing Rome now 
felt the deadly power of those whom she had TRAINED to delight in Deeds of Blood... 
The Scaffolds ran red with the Blood of the Priests,” G.0.276,281-283»
I::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::*

I wonder if the Law will look very favorably on COPYRIGHTED' ARTICLES granting 
LIBERTY TO ADVOCATES OF INSURRECTION - J “No, we have no controversy - certainly 
Seventh-day Adventists have no controversy - with Communists, or anyone else, over 
their right to hold any view they desire.” F.-DJ, R&H. Dec.3,1959.

God DOES NOT grant people'the "RIGHT” to be Wrong, The only Right that God grants 
them is the Right to be Right. And it is the work of Christian Ministers so to’tell 
them - in no uncertain Terms. This is the Elijah Message - ’’Choose ye this Day.” 

"THEIR RIGHT TO HOLD ANY VIEW THEY DESIRE.” E.D.N,
Even'setting up the ’’Goddess of Reason” - Nichols? (G.0,275.)

Or the St. Bartholomew Massacre - Nichols? (G.C.272.)
Or the Guillotine - Nichols? (G.C.2S2.) Revolt,'Anarchy, ’’The Reign of Terror,” 

Does your Declaration of Liberalism include Freedom for Gangsters, Molls, Dope Pushers, 
Safe-Crackers, Mafia and Black-Hand Gangs -

has the Review an d Herald 
become a SHANGRI-LA for 
Hooligans and Nihilists?

Yes, I know what I am Writing - I wonder if you do? We are to remain Silent when such 
Rabble-Rousing Articles appear as in the Ministry, Aug,I960, by Swash-buckler Michael. 
"FLING DOWN THE GAUNTLET AND FTGWL  IF FIGHT WE MUST ON EVERY SINGLE SECTOR OF THE 
__  ‘ «mi>—    - - T- r--|- I I I I - r- ] -p -- I f — W '* — W— —• »«,— <-■»» !■> ■ I .11— — >11—i — ■ ■ ■’run ■ — —,1 —nr—m-> Il — 

FRONT OF FREEDOM, THEN LET IT BE DOLE BY THOSE HESSIANS SKILLED IN THE ART GF WAR, 
WHOSE NOSTRILS DISTEND AT THE VERY SMELL OF LITIGIOUS POWDER, AND WHO ARE' DEVOTED TO 
THE CACOPHONY OF WAR." " ORGA35I TATICHS FOUNDED AND DIRECTED BY LAYMEN SERVING AS THE 

I —1-rai— ■—MW—I—I W.a . w —— ——k ■ — ■—■ a.i.n. -*jr i ■■■■ r.rr—r -ria—r———————mu ■ i— aw——i— i i rm ■ ■ I... .■—■■JIIII i 1.1 — —I I——w—

"INFANTRY" IN THE LEGIONS CF LIBERTY RECRUITED BY THE CHURCH." "WHICH COULD BE EN- 
COURAGED TO ENGAGE IN HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT ON THE BATTLEFIELD CF PUBLIC' CONTROVERSY 
AND. ACRIMONY." pc20,2I, What is this, Nichols? Adventist Jesuits? Terrorists?

"It is not the Opposition of the World that endangers us the most; it is the Evil 
cherished in the hearts of professed believers that works our most grievous Disaster." 
T,8:2Z2, "Ungodly teaching is followed by sinful Practice.” T.8:293«

"I feel a Terror of Soul as I see to what a pass our Publishing House has come. 
The Presses in the Lord :s Institutions have been Printing the soul-destroying Theorie s 
of Romanism and other Mysteries of Iniquity, This is taking all Sacredness from' the 
Office, The Managers are loading the Guns of the Enemy and placing them in their 
hands, to be used'against the Truth... the Publication of master which comes from 
Satan’s manufactury,-'his Hellish, Scientific Delusions," ORIGINAL T.8:91.(20) 
(Capitalization added.) ------------------------------



Original•)

and that they are instigated and controlled by SATAN* T.9*229.
A LAMB BY PROFESSION,

’’West Germany, which is heavily Catholic - East Germany is heavily Protestant - 
has passed a law making it an offense to print anything deroga'ory o any ..*ong 
Body. This some times creates a little perplexity when we seek to publish to
of the prophecies of Daniel and the Revelation. The law also <°Pe£ates, of 
nrotect Adventists against its critics in print. FREEDOM OF THE xR.,SS._IS 
POSSESSION OF FREE PEOPLE. To have someone print something bad about you —-
HIGH A PRICE TO PAY FOR THAT POSSESSION, (is that so:* Nichols? Let is see it y 
MEAN this or if it is ONLY for Consumption by the Credulously Gullible R&H W »

“Adventists ought ever to be of the mood that we seek ■— Sf j n^0 •
faming writers * WE SEEK ONLY T_HE_WTVIIEGE CF PR?SEMn^^ 
at times, the printing of our own Defense of our Positions.’ F.D.L, • >
p,I,9. (Emphasis and Parenthesis added * do not quote - see Original.;

QUESTION: Why seek to Copyright Law' Injunctions if what you Print is the TRUTH ? 
Should not the Truth go ? IS it the Truth, Mr. Nichols:- that 11 NO REFUTABLE ORGAN
IZATION, NO GREAT MAGAZINE, HAS TAKEN UP THE CUDGELS FOR (HCXSEY) THIS APPARETOT 
MARVELOUS SOLUTION *0F THE FEARFUL CANCFR PROBLEM. NOT OLE! ” R&H.p.l6. Dec.13,1956.

Man’s Magazine. Kingdom Digest. Defenderl Herald of Health, Nature’s Path.
(McCleans or was it Colliers?) Police Gazette. Naturopath. Vim. Prevention. Organic 
Gardening, (if the Rodale Press Publications are Magazines and Books of “ ILL-RE PLTE11 
why do you recommend them in “From City to Country Living” p,59-61. 1950 Edition??) 
And’ many other REPUTABLE ORGANIZATIONS AND INSTITUTIONS COULD BE NALED - we ONLY 
referred to our Memory, Mr. Nichols. In any Law Suit it may be interesting the Parade 
of WITNESSES you might face - Mr. “FREE PRESS” Nichols. How thankful you can be that 
other people do not run to the Law as quick as you seem to want to in your New View.

“YOU DON’T HAVE TO DIE.”
We unreservedly RECOMMEND the Book “YOU DON’T HAVE TO' DIE” - written by a MAN - David 
the Philistine Gianfeller:- HARRY M.HCXSEY,N.D. $3.95 printed by the REPUTABLE Firm 
“Milestone Books, Inc, New York. The Pebble from his Sling sunk deep between the Eyes 
of the A .M,A .Monster “Fishbein the Liar,” Whose Policies and Ethics (or lack of them) 
seem to almost Parallel those of Seventh-day Adventism. Since the day that Hoxsey 
single-handedly tackled that Goliath;- with Seventh-day Adventism using Church position 
and Office to try to pull him down from the Rear:- Doctor after Doctor and Scientist 
after Scientist and Newspaper Reporter after Newspaper Reporter have broken the Shackles 
of the Dark Ages of Medicine;- and so many good Articles appear now that we are unable 
to keep up with them;- and this Work is going forward “Contrary to any Human Planning” 
and has been taken entirely out of our hands/ (For example see Maclean’s Sept,10,I960) 
Why have Adventist HELL-th Food Factories used some of the WORST Cancer-causing Dyes 
and Colors known to Science;- why did the LAW have to STOP them from using some of 
these? Have they no Morals dr Scruples of their own? First articles appeared saying 
some of these Colors, Synthetic Ersatz Coal-Tar Derivatives and Flavors, etc,(Chemicals) 
were used to make Imitation, Hypocrite Concoctions to Look, Smell, and Taste like the 
South End of a Pig going North;- these articles said they MIGHT be Cancer-causing. Now 
reputable Scientists say they DO cause Cancer. Of course;- there are always the Hire
lings (like some Churches also find) - that will say anything for a Dollar and the 
Devil take the Hind-most. Such are often known as “AUTHORITIES” - which the Testim
onies say not to go by. For the World and the Majority are led by the Devil,

In Health as in Religion each must decide for himself what is Truth. Such should 
be one’s Right in a DemocracyThose who approve KNOWN HYPOCRICY can share the Fate 
awaiting them. Cancer of the Soul - Incurable, Those who are WISE will know that in 
spite of all the “AUTHORITIES” Cancer, Heart-Trouble, Mental Conditions - are INCREAS
ING by Leaps and Bounds, Still they will have their “AUTHORITIES’! Admissions th&t' 
Adventists are just as Sick as anybody - have been made. Can.Union Messenger,p,36. 
Feb.20,1957. (More rotten Teeth than in other Institutions.’) Much more of the same.’
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R&H DOUBLE-TALK. -15- (l/2')
Why do the R&H Double-Talkers on the one hand want to "Throw down the Gauntlet 

and FIGHT!” - and JOIN with' the Evangelicals who Talk the same Way;- on the other 
hand they try to PRETEND they are ’’SO KEEK AND TO - LIKE A LITTLE CHILD1* 

THEOLOGICAL HOG-WASH.
’’When we preach Jesus and the Kingdom, we are Casting down Satan’s Strongholds 

WITHOUT WOUNDING THE DEVOTEES OF FALSE IDEAS.” R&H. Aug.I,1957. p.I9. Harry W. Lowe.
WATCH CAREFULLY. Mr. Lowe.’ (This man is supposed to be a Sabbath School Teac^^y.’)

(1) You are NOT Casting down any Strongholds. You are SUPPORTING the Billy Grahams*-
the "I. AM SAVED” Bjnhouse,' Martin, Ballanger, Canright, Fletcher AB OK'd NAT IONS,

(2) Those you have been so friendly with lately HAVE NOT changed their Religion ONE
IOTA.’ You haven’t WOUNDED anybody ? YOU HAVEN’T “FOUGHT I 

(3) "The Gospel of Christ CANNOT be preached WITHOUT Offence." G.C.165,126,144. J® .355.
"Those who Obey the Truth will NEVER Be Loved “and Honored by the World... ”Woe un
to you, when all men speak well of you J” T,2:49I.
"Anyone who defends the Honor of God at any risk will bring Censure and Condemnat
ion upon himself FROM A LARGE CLASS.” T,3:2S7.

~ had to ponder the Double-Talk in the R&H for a long Time until this Picture app
eared :

1) Not as some suppose - the men in the G.C .Offices ARE NOT TEN - but SLAVES ’ 
SLAVES to the Majority. SLAWS to Women who want to wear the "Short Shorts." R&H.Sept. 
10,1959. "Our Sister said,"I can’t see how a Mother can teadh her child Modesty when 
she is wearing Shorts.” WE BELIEVE THAT IT IS POSSIBLE.” p.4. K.H.W. (Emphasis mine.)

2) Such men then, also respect otherMACHINES. The Slavish Mind respects a Slave 
M ACHINE - such as the A.M.A. They are in full Sympathy with a MACHINE that ATTACKS 
an INDIVIDUAL. Since they have given in to aMACHINE - they think everybody else should 
- also. "MIGHT MAKES RIGHT” - the OPPOSITE of“Democracy’ ~

'3) The R&H runs down the’Road to Flatten out the Hoxs’eys;- beaten down by Medical 
Might“and pernicious Propoganda, The Religious Steam-Roller tries to Finish the Job.

(а) The Selling out Crew are not satisfied with Selling out - but, as in Germany:- 
they turn and do all they can to Slay utterly all who lack the Slavish Mind they poss
ess. "Evil does not result BECAUSE- of Organisation - but BECAUSE of making Organisat
ion EVERYTHING.” F.C.E.253. T.5:461. T.6:II6.

"Organizations, Institutions, unless kept by the power of God, WILL work under 
Satan’s dictation to bring men UNDER THE CONTROL CF KEN: and fraud and guile will bear 
the Semblance of zeal for Truth and for the advancement of the Kingdom of God."TM.366,

(5) Hence the REASON WHY they ADMIRE the Communistic and Catholic MACHINES. And 
they FEAR a MACHINE more than they Fear GOD I That is why they are Dummying up about 
what is taking place in China and Rumania today - where they have poured MILLIONS of 
Dollars down a Drain that did not create Christians with Stamina;- but mere SLAVES to 
a MACHINE - so whoever gets Control of that'MACHINE - gets Control of that PEOPLE.

(б) They Worship the Catholic MACHINE (n.II. Roy A/Anderson. "Ministerial Assoc. 
Report of Evangelistic Council" i960.) They Worship the Communistic MACHINE’. (Misplaced 
one R&H reference J)(You should see itJ Don’t you ever find anything yourself?) They 
Worship the Billy Graham, Eternity Magazine, Evangelical, Penticost MACHINE.(Canadian 
Union’Messenger.' May I5,I957.p.S9.)They Worship the Civil Defense MACHI KE. ("These 
Times, June/ 1955.)(See Star Weekly, Oct.31,1959. Not even Worldly men Worship these 
MACHINES like Adventist-Heelers do.)

(7) Now when KEN are needed to Object'to the Chinese Communist MACHINE - NONE. APE 
FOUND. For a SLAVE admires a SLAVE-DRIVER. If it were not so - there would be NO SLAVES. 
"And I sought for a MAN among them... BUT I FOUND NOKE." Ezekiel 22:30. The KEN had ' 
all LEFT. The Ilth, Hour men were wanted BY NO MACHINE’ The Lord comes to Gather -
NOT the MACHINE - but the "OUTCASTS OF ISREAL.” Isa.II:II,12.

(8) All their Life they have been Employed in Beating down Opposition;- and when 
a Bigger Bully appears on the Scene - like an’Old Whore that’cannot Resist the Press
ure - they surrender any Morals they ever had. "Therefore the Showers have been with- 
holden, and there hath been NO LATTER RAIN: and thou hadst a Whore’s Forehead, thou 
refusedst to be Ashamed." Jer.3:3. "Christ calls, COKE OUT FROM AMONG THEM, AND BE YE 
SEPARATE. I write this because any moment my life may be ended,” Series B 7:63.



. (i42) -
Bridge spent his Life to save his Triends. *s ^his

into Military History as a Hero. He did not need to do what he did but gave. 
Life to save others. It was a Voluntary Sacrifice, Hirelings whose names seldomHaying quite a different role are the Ignominious ^el^g 
are even Remembered - the Hirelings who Risk n g Tndividual Who must Def-
to'deliberately launch an Attack by a Machine - Seeking to tear him down
end himself at the Cost of his own Time, Money, and y* /Traditf0n.)'The~Merciless
and Trample him into the Mire - with the Iron Heel of Policy. themseiVes.
Machine seeks to Strip him of all Rights and privileges. . Spidom Operate

Lown Slum Alley such are known as Punics, Hooligans, . prc.T.. who work from 
without a Gang at their Beck and Call. The Black-Jack ang,- ?  Entities,*
the Dark. In the Order of God;- such Bullies, Ven^ Mercenaries, Face- 
Ghouls without Consciences;- often meet the same Fate as p, < ) " * ’• - - nmn (thr 0 — r—GF THE JEWS (the-^hurch,

■ "Herod went to Caesarea. While there he made a Great Festival, i emo
the admiration and gain the' applause of the people... ^'ith grea Clad in"
Herod appeared before the people, and addressed them in an loquen  • 
a Rohe sparkling with Silver and Gold, which caught the rays o , "thev sh-
ing folds, and dazzled the eyes of the beholders, he was a gorgeous ig Q^rist,
owered ADULATION (undue Reverence) upon him... The JEWS had refused to r^ce 
whose Garments, COARSE ’(where do Adventists get their Catholic Pictures fro J 
and often travel-stained... the Humble exterior... But they were r^dy to Worship c-S 
a god the haughty King... His heart bounded with Triumph... as he heard the Shout asc 
end,"It is the Voice of a god, and not of a man,"

"But suddenly a terrible change came over him. His face became pallid . ’
and distorted with agony, Great drops of Sweat startedfrom his pores, e 
moment Transfixed with Pain and Terror; then turning his.Blanched an _zl 
his Horror-stricken friends, he cried in hollow, despairing ones, e w y - 
alted as a god is stricken with Death. Suffering the mbst excrucia ng q ?
was born from the Scene of Revelry and Display." A.A.I50-I,

HISTORY REPEATED - A PROPHETIC INTER1RETA™H.
(We had this Tract'here - we copied from it in former Reports;- but what 

to Repeat here is a Prediction of what appears to be some Big Cele ra 10 ,-  x
of some Big Building;- or some Easter Sunday Morning,doings;-_and what_will -pp .

  "At the very Time that Praise and ADULATION is heard - ^DE^_^pLCT|ON comes.
from "Relief of the Schools" p.I5-6. by Ellen G .White. (All Herods take note

Yes - Herod gave in to the Clamour of the Mob - a Mob composed of Church-Leaders, 
Tithe-payers, Sabbath-keepers, the "Old Church" Gang. Herod could not "do anything" 
but Please them - could he ? He would sit and Blink'and Blink until he found out what 
the people did Think;- and pass Judgment accordingly, He thought to save himself;- his 
Position;- his Reputation;- and, as Judas;- lost all.

FROOMES FOLLY. '
"Professor Emeritus" Froom the Laodicean Jester in King Figuhr’s Court;- setting 

himself above the Testimonies;- declares that "NO DOCTRINAL TRUTH OR PROPHETIC INTERP
RETATION EVER CAPE, TO THIS PEOPLE INITUALLY THROUGH THE SPIRIT CF PROPHECY - NOT IN A 
SIEGLE CASE. The Messenger of the Lord never ran ahead of the Church’s discovery of 
Truth directly from the Word," THE MINISTRY Magazine, p.II. Feb. 1957. (I was going' to 
write that he did this to please the "Big Barnsmells" and the "Hog-Houses";- but'per
haps I better not write that.) Anyway this was all done in the'Pattern to Woo and Rin 
the Evangelicals. Strange part is that we have no Record of them changing their Relig
ions one Iota in the Slightest;- so who was Won and to What ?

‘NATIONAL APOSTASY.
"Those who have been regarded as Worthy and Righteous - prove to be RINGLEADERS 

IN APOSTASY." T. 5:212. ’The Alpha in the Church goes to the Omega. "OLE THING IT~1S 
CERTAIN is soon to be realized;- THE GREAT APOSTASY, which is devloping and increasing 
and waxing Straohger. • AI\TD WILL CONTINUE TQ-DO SO UNTIL THE LORD SHALL DESCEND FROM HEA
VEN WITH A SHOUT.» Series B 7:56-7. T.8:226. T.6:407. C.0.L.424. P.K.7I7. (when this 
climaxes "NATIONAL APOSTASY WILL BE FOLLOWED BY NATIONAL RUIN." p.7, "Final Crisis.")



"As the Romish clergy saw their Congregations diminishing., they invoked the aid of
' j, and by every means in their Power endeavored to bring back their Hear-the Magistrates

ers. But the people had found, in the New Teachings that which supplied the wants of 
their Souls, and they turned away from those who had so long fed them with the worth
less Husks of Superstitious Rites and Human Traditions,., In vain both Ecclesiastical 
and Civil Authorities were invoked to crush the Heresy.” G.C,196. (Praise God.’)

Why did Sr. White write 2 things ?
(1) In speaking of the Right and the Command of God to pay Tithe to "Messengers” and 
according to the Rights of the Individual Conscience;- the Mix-Master Machine really 
went to Work as they jumped T.M.363 - as you can see by checking the ORIGINAL in the 
Health Research Edition p.I8I - jump to 186, to 185, back to 181. Anyway - it is Right 
here she says these Church-Leaders in demanding that only the Infallibility shall’ be’ 
permitted to exist;- Speaking of the would-be Dictators in Laodicea;- Sr, White wrote 
under Inspiration and gave this ’’Prophetic Interpretation” : ’’SATAN EXULTS, FOR HE 
HASJSPIRED THEM... THEY ARE FOLLOWING IN THE TRACK OF ROMANISM.” T.M.362. T.7:181.
(2) The IMAGE TO THE BEAST- according to another ’’Prophetic Interpretation” - in which 
she DID. KOT FOLLOW ANY FROOMS;- a Message and a Warning that Jones brought in the 1888 
Period;- was that’ the Image to the Beast would FOLLOT IIFTHE TRACKS OF ROMANISM to set 
up the same Pattern. "It was the Right of Rome to coerce Conscience and Forbid ffee 
Inquiry... Conscience was OUT OF COURT: Rome was INFALLIBLE JUDGE. and MUST BE OBEYED.” ("Profession of the Reformed faith were Crimes...7l) G.C/200,- - - -
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(IZ2)  BIGOTED BUTOLES_0OGOTISTICAL . NOgmg. -17-  House-Tops of Jer-
Tell your Frooms, Broadcast this in Isrea ,- • Tn+erriI.etations of one

usalem;- that YOU who gO_Tp LAW;- ° Shoots Vr.HSERS OF THE BRETHREN, ’
Ellen Gould Harmon White;- are the APOST J^OVES that very
WOLVES IN RAT’S CLOTHING,.AGWS^^ And Lrei is"nowTas in former
Point. "Far from being dismayed, I rejoice to see a ig the Destiny,
Times, a cause of Trouble and Dissension. This is e ■>  ’ d t said Jesus Christ,
of the Word of God. ’I came not to send Peace on Earth, but a  d,^ Pharaohs,
... I might quote many examples from the Oracles o effectually contrib-
the Kings of Babylon, and those of Isreal, whose labors appearance
uted to their own Destruction than.when they sought by Counsels,
most Wise, to strengthen their Dominion." G.C.159. q^r-intures, but by

"They sought to maintain their Power, not by ppea mg Traders were chagrined 
a resort to Threats, Rome’s UNFAILING .ARGUMENT. ... he FP_ "should be thus despised 
that their Power, which had caused Kings and Nobles to tremble, should
by a Humble Monk.” G.C.I6I, ... should submit to

"But when Eternal Interests are concerned,.God wills not th t be
man. For such submission in Spiritual matters is a real ■ P?
ered solely to the Creator.’' G.C 167. ^ee 171. ,n any 0^er p?rt

"Do apt imagine," he said, is with you, and hears
of Creation. Whatever be the Country in which you dw ,  SATISFIED with the 
you”... To many listeners these words were unwelcome... —~nnTthe'Perplexi ty
61d Fay to Heaven which Home had narked t^tLsVtheir Salvation to the Priests 
of searching for anything Better. It was EASL-^ to tr n
and the Pope than to seek for Purity of Heart. G.C. o. Authority to’the Cust-

"While the Romanists, according to their wont, aPPe^ Scriptures .. in matters
oms of the Church, the Reformer adhered steadfastly to the Holy Scr .
of Faith, the Bible is our Constitution," G.C.183.

NICHOLS NOTE J.
- "We have a right to Speak; we have NOT the right to act Let 

belongs unto God, Were I to employ FORCE, what should I gam . ,
Apings, Human Ordinaces, and Hypocrisy," G.C,189, +hat we do asV. Nichols, take nUe: It is BECAUgE we have Hera a■ W-  

Luther did when the Papal Ball reached him, he said. APPEARED,..
I QUS, FALSE..." G.C.IZI. But when this Bull was De-hOrned. ------------ ------
The Great Contest had’been fully entered upon." G.C,143. rnmrnnndmerits of God

Yes - and so we expect also. For the "Contest fromthe Dross in
and the Commandments of men. IN THIS TILE, the Gold will e _x———
the Church.” (Only Dross will remain.) T.5:SI.



kindled from the Hellish Torch of Satan

• • « He 
Faithful,He 
IS A FEARFUL ASSIM 
THEY are saying,

OUT OF JERUSALEM, -18- (TZ2) ’
The Cali to come OUT of Jerusalem the Church was "Two- fold in its Meaning,” D.A, 

628-9. Jer. 14:11,12,15,16. Matt.24:16. Luke 21:20. G.C.36. As today, there was a 
”Strange Creature” that went through the Streets of Jerusalem that said "Woe - Woe - 
Woe.” But he did not tell anyone to get OUT, of that Place0 So today the “Strange 
Creatures” are saying ”Woe - Woe - Woe";- but do net know where the Woe us coming from 
or why;- nor do they seem to Know of the Signs to Flee;- but stay right there«, This. 
“Strange Creature” died in the Destruction of the City;- Sr9 White says "Not one Chris
tian” lost his Life there;- so this person was not a Christian;- did not have ALL the 
Message;- and so all his "WOE” crying was of no avail. There are SIGNS of WHEN and WHY 
to get out of Jerusalem;- the Death-Trap, (Read G.C0 the 1st. Chapter.)

THE EVIL SERVANT,
"The Evil Servant eats and driris with the drunken, UNITES with the World 

SMTES his Fellow-servants, Accusing and Condemning those who are Faithful... 
MINGLES with the Worlds Like grows with Like in Transgression. IT 
ILATION. e.n The Advent of Christ will SURPRISE the False Teachers, 
"Peace and Safety." Like the Priests and Teachers before the Fall of Jerusalem, THEY 
look for THE CHURCH to enjoy earthly PROSPERITY AID GLORY, (innumerable Multitude 
Theories.) The SIGNS of the Times thev interpret as foreshadowing this! But what'saith 
the Word'of Inspiration?- "-SUDDEN DESTRUCTION COMETH UPON THEM." D.A.635. T,5:753/

“Here we see that THE CHURCH - the Lord ’s Sanctuary « was the FIRST to feel the 
Stroke of the Wrath of Guo." T,5»21I<, ”JERUSALEM is a Representation of what THE 
UHUnCII___WICL BE if it refuses to walk in the Light that God has given." '1.8:67,

"The inhabitants of Earth are growing more and more Corrupt, and the Line of Dist
inction must be more plain between them and the Isreal of'God-. "OR THE CURSE WHICH FALLS 
UPQN_WOrJ-.pLINGS WILL FALL on God’s Professed peopleS.G.4:36a

"Those who speak smooth things, God WILL NOT acknowledge as His Shepherds, A fear
ful WOE is upon them," T,1:321, "There are fearful WOES for those who Preach the Truth, 
but are not Sanctified by it, AND ALSO FOR THOSE who consent to Receive and "Maintain 
the Unsmntified to Minister to them in Word and DoctriJie." 1.1:261-29 T, 3:452.

"There are men whose Chareter and Life testify to the fact that they are FALSE 
PROPHETS AND DECEIVERS. These we are not to HEAR or ITERATE," T.M.294,

“Many will stand in OUR Pulpits with the Tdrch of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands, 
kindled from the Hellish Torch of Satan." T.M.409.
* :* :*: * :*:*?*:*? -x- ;-x- •*«* » *•* :* •* •*:*; * »-x- ;*:*:*:*:*:* :*:*:*:* :*:*:*:^:-x-f-x-;-x-:-x-:--x-;^
It is the MESSAGE that will Triumph - 1 ' God’s people with it •’
* :* :* :* :* :* :* ;* ;* :* ;-x-:-x- ;* •* ?*:*•* :* j* •*;* j* •* :* :* ;* •* :* :*;*:*:* ;* ;* :-x- ;* •*

CRUS?: THAT WHICH THEY CANNOT CONTROL. " ' ' ' "
"Tha arms of Power in Battle Creek <R1H Offices, Medical Center) are being extended 

more and more widely, seeking to CONTROL the work far and near, and to CRUSH that which 
they cannot CONTROL. I lift my voice in protest. The spirit that now Controls IS NOT 
the Spirit of the Lord." T ,81150,

"All who walk by the side of an APOSTATE will be imbued by his spirit," T.Mo290. 
"Needless intimacies with those who have no Respect for God will seduce us ere we are 
aware." T.5:193,

SIMPLE SIMONS.
The Simple Simons in the Adventist Church enjoy the Hums they pull out of the 

Aidventist Pie being cooked up by the Leading Theologians driven Crazy by the Heat 
generated by their own False Philosophy, (With aplogies to Carlyle B. Haynes.) 
PLUM ONE. ~ •

To S? to use Drugs - means to USE them. Thus a Church - ostensibl y .PREVENTI1D 
Disease and Its Causes - is CREATING it. Witness the Increase in Incurable Disease ! 
"The PCISOg contained in many so-called Remedies CREATE HABITS and APF STITES that" 
mean RUIN to both Soul and Bodv,,^ act a part in LAYING THE FOUNDATION of the Licuor <c«'4rwau!«arir'

Habit (King Saud - take note e); the Opium Habit, the Morphine Habit, that are so 
terrible a CURSE to Society;*-’ MJK.T27, Yes5- all this;- and CSUSED by YOU - as YOU - 
Ray IQUR. TITHE » to what yotr KM is thb Workof the Devil;- and somehow THINK~ that 
God will Bless you - for your “Faithfulness'5!" As you help "DRUGS dispensed by Phys
icians M,Ha 1278 (Sams page shows what these5>jgg DO?) “EVERT POISONOUS PREPARATION
in the Vegetable and Mineral Kingdoms,” '(Will do this,) S.G^3&47~(CenterT IZ;.O, - - -



-19-

Fam©,‘

PLUM FOUR.

NO GREATER SIN J)

0

It is a LIE J)(No Sanctified tongue shall be found 
i D” 
UNPREPARED ’

■Jl

(142)LAODICEAN PLUMS. 
■' fbUM-TWO.

The Truth of the 144,000 has been Warped and Woofed into a Fantastic Fabric that' 
not even the Devil and Babylon would recognize it. ’’Like attracts like and Like appre
ciates Like and Like becomes like Like J1 ’(More about this in another Report - send in 
your name and the name of others as well,) PLUM THREE.

The Last Message is a Call to come OUT of the Cities - OUT of Babylon and’ it’s 
Unions and Uniforms. But some will have the ”Goodly Babylonish Garment11 - and, like 
Achan;- will find they belong to the Last Church;- the Foolish Virgin Church;- that 
comes and Confesses - like Achan;- too late. The Devil rewards them with Honor, Fame, 
Recognition;- all of which will be but Dust and Ashes when the Time of Trouble is on.

FOUR -
The Bi ole and the Testimonies without Reservations of any kind - FORBID the use of 
Pork and other Unclean Meats, The Adventist Leaders - casting an eye for more Members 
and more people ’’SAVED” - have written a Catechism of their own;- which Webster’s Dic
tionary also calls a ’’MANUAL?’- and so now you can eat Pork and Thumb your Nose at any 
Church-Member that Objects’”' WHY NICHOLS SAW RED! An EXPOSE ’ of his “own Writings as 
found, in that ”Ever-Guide-you-truly” R&H. March 6,1958. (Also June 24?T954> by Branson). 
Oh, what a choice Plum this one is J Now you can eat anything you want. Wonder what 
Schemes they have to get around Drink and Tobacco ? Most assuredly they will have the 
fullest Sympathy and Support of the Merchants of Babylon in their Selling of Absolution.

■ H1M.FTVE, - '
The Billy Graham, Evangelical Foundation, Holy-Roller Movements employ the Intox

icant of Religious Zeal Hot-Rodding down grade, without Brakes;- into the ”1 AM SAVED” 
Hog-hallow.' The Lowest Depths to which Spiritualism dives;- is to Plunge recklessly 
into the Judgment of"Self. ’’Each mind will judge itself.,. The Judgment will be RIGHT, 
because it is the Judgment of‘SELF... The Throne is WITHIN “YOU.” (Found under the 
"SPlPlp^ISN” chapter in G .0,554# (See p.IO of Report ~ IZI.) 
C.O.L.I56. ;(The PHARISEE Religion - such go down’to their house DESTITUTE ’)
S, M.I:314-320,(Never dare to say J ' 
uttering' these' words till Christ shall come
T. 1:33i,608,336,338. (Conscience SEARED ’ 
T.M.356, (Candlestick removed J) 
E.W.I65. •Judas Religion - he also believed in Innumerable Multitudes coming in.) 
T,2:Z4C. (K,D.& A. Religion, They also believed their Church whs going through « 
when God through Moses had said:”Spewn OUT J”) (See Report $ 1'41 - p',10.)
Will you pay Tithe to THAT Religion ? The Religion of Ballenger, Canright, Babylon.) 
The ENEMIES of God - they teach such things in order to be Friends of the World# 
The PNEglES of the Court being held in Heaven to decide this very thing - WHO THEN 
SHALL_BE__SAVED ? ’’The Attributes of the Character of Christ can be imparted to those 
ONLY who DISTRUST THEMSELVES.” T.M.259.

”1 was shown that those who Triumphantly claim to be Sinless, show by their very 
Boasting that they are far from being without Taint of Sin. The more clearly Fallen 
man comprehends the- Character of Christ, the more DISTRUSTFUL will he be of himself, 
and the more IP.ffERFECT will his works appear to him,... But those who are FAR FROM 
Jesus, those whose Spiritual Perceptions are so clouded by Error that they CANNOT

- COf'TREIffil© the Character of the Great Exemplar... DARE TO TALK OF THEIR OWN PERFECTION 
of Holiness. BUT THEY ARE FAR FROM GOD; THEY KNOW LITTLE OF THEMSELVES# AND LESS OF 
QRFTST.” L.S.84, (What a Fermented Plum this one turned out to be J)

- -PRyM SIX. • T- :
Catholics and sensible Protestant Leaders say that Shorts DEMORALIZE the Populace; 

leads to Lust and License;- Whoredom, Disease, and Death, For your License to wear the 
’’Short Shorts” as one Washington Observer puts it who Watched the Church-Leaders in 
Washington Huff" and Puff at ’’Volley-Ball” or some Sport'like that;- stripped to the' 
Waist;- as their Lady Friends watched them in the Summer Heat;- in their ”Short Shorts” 
For License that not even the Catholic Priest will give you - see R&H. Sept. 10,1959# 
This Holy Indulgence granted by ’’SAINI” K.H.W. Slaves, not only to men - but to WOMEN J 
I.suppose a Decent Court - or a Decent Judge -. or a Decent Lawyer - who is Alarmed 

gaining. ground “ will .grant you theRight to throw US_in,Jail -J? kWe shall see - m rne meantime hang around these Snoru Devotess and see”Y51enty 73- -



THELSHORT SHORTS~PLUM.

"For their Soul’s sake.” 
yours.
701. (T.1:546.) 1 _ 
can Understand the Truth.) T.2J301}304,455,457-8

"If those who have the Light reject it 
DARKNESS TO THEM.,e 
efits, refuse a life of Obedience, 
choose the P&Ltry things of Earth because they are seen, 
present enjoyment tp pursue a course of Sin, < 
Parable; SUCH SHALL NOT TASTE OF HIS GLORY, BUT THE INVITATION WILL BE EXTENDED TO 
ANOTHER CLASS. Those who choose to make Excuses and continue in Sin and Conformity to 
the World WILL BE LEFT TO THEIR IDOLS," T.2:40-1,

Figuhr the Figure-Head set the Pace, and'his Laughing Hyenas followed suit as he 
Denounced -(in a Public Slap heard around the World)-'a True Mother of Isreal who was 
Opposed to naked Bottoms and daring Bosoms;- as she sent a Moabite home - the Poor 
’’Startled, Confused girl” (not much that would startle that one 1) went home Crying to 
her "Deeply wounded Mother - a church divided.”'(Perhaps’God wants it DIVIDED « did 
Old Balaam ever Think of THAT ? ' And was not the Daughter of Phinehas "DEEPLY WOUNDED” 
as the Spirit of God was Quenched by the spirit of Balaam - which wants no Division;- 
while God calls FOR DIVISION I Else His CURSE is on the Camp ) * And THAT was the ONLY 
Way that Balaam succeeded in bringing it on the Camp. "We can expect just such things 
in these Last Days.")

Those who were ”PRIVILEGED" to see some Pictures on the Screen taken and shown by 
certain Seventh-day Adventist Preachers in their "Retreat" at the Hot-Spot of B.C.;-~ 
Banff - can"see that the Zimris would'in all probability be elevated in Church-Office 
today. P,P.455„ God must have changed. Or has "Fat-Head - the I3th.?” R&H.Dec«5,I9579

"There is a Class of Women wh© appear very Fair to the eye, but within they are 
full of Corruption, Is this the Class you are seeking to IMITATE ?.. Put away your Idols 
and Humble your hearts before God.” Ellen G.White,R&H.June 2,1891. R&H, Nov.13,’1952.

"The Female crime rate HAS MORE THAN DOUBLED since the pre-Warld War 2 Era. We 
always used to count on Females committing 3 %~of the Total Crimes,"Now it is up to 
8 %, It has been steadily rising, an FBI spokesman in Washington reported,.’Aren’t 
women losing their Feminity?1 asked Mazie F.Rappaport, supervisor of the Protective 
Service ...’If women are going to Smoke on the Street, Drink at the Bars, and wear' 
Slacks, isn’t it natural that they’re going to do a whole lot of other things men do?”

WEEK MAGAZINE" July 27,1952. R&H. Sept. 10,1959. p.8. *:*:*;*:*:*:*:-:h* *:*:*:*:*
THE R&H HAS BECOME A MEDIUM THAT: ’ '

Contributes to Divorce,
Contributes to National RUIN.
Contributes to Juvenile Delinouency.

Contributes to Anarchy. Godlessness, 
"If some who Profess to believe Present Truth could understand their True Position - 

They would despair' of the Mercy of God -
They have been exerting all their Influence AGAINST-the People of God - 
They have been doing' the Work of Satan... while yet
They flatter themselves that

They are in the Service of Christ,” T.5:103. (Some more "THEYS” for Figuhr.) 
:*:*;*:* :*•*•* :*♦*•*;*:* ;*-*•*•*•* :*;*•*•*;* ;*:*-*•* ;*:*:*!* :*:*:* ;*:*:*:*:*:*:*:* 

PLUM SEVEN, 
PLUM CRAZY. •

The T.8:250 - F.C.E.222 Harlot, bending over Back-wards to please the Mighty men 
of Babylon;- sold her Birthright for a Mess of Pottage called "Evangelical Understand
ing” "NEVER have we seen such Cooperation, such WLLINGNESS to REVEAL EVERYTHING, such 
DESIRE for Christian Fellowship, and seen Kindness’ and Love in all Relationships,” 
’■ Postscript on SEVENTH-PAY ADVENTISM" by Donald Gre.r Barnhonse - the man who had to

1„:-I - -y - - -20- . (142)
Men - you keep an eye on these ”CREEPS” of 2 Tim.3:6 as they visit your Lives.- 

I 1 See that the Preacher brings his Wife along whdn hd’visits 
Would you care“for some Testimonies to cover that Point ? T,2:15,462-465,533, 

T.2:514. (Why such Preadhdrs Are a'Day’s Journey away from God and never
>o (Preachers and Women.)

, or neglect to follow it out, it will become 
If men, plunged in Sin and Degradation, refuse these Heavenly ben- 

trample upon the gracious invitations of Mercy, and 
and it is convenient for their

Jesus will carry out the figure in the



» men -
D.C. - is Tant-

: RUT WHEN JESUS WAS GLORIFIED

-U.^ —J.---------Intercession of Christ ?and Delight of the 12 
AFTER the Cross’

’’These-things understood 
then remembered they.,, NOT ON EARTH 
"Therefore BEING BY THE RIGHT. HAND QE_„G@ 
(He received NOTHING - ? (------ ——--
such things shall indeed receive NOTHING - 
not Judaism come to Life again ? 
POWER! 
AWAY."

 ^ ... and HAVING RECEIVED..." Acts 2:33.
Obtained NOTHING - ? You may be SURE that those who Teach

____ .’ Also all who Aid and Abett them. Is this
In the Guise of a "Christian" Church - ? Denying the 

"Having a 'FORM of Godliness, BUT DENYING THE' POWER thereof: from such TURN 
___  2 Tim.3:5. (The next verse says these are the "CREEPS" that "CREEP into houses 
and lead captive Silly Women laden with Sins.,." Any other Kind will see that they 
get out of there.) THE TIRE OF THEIR VISITATION!"Oh, how FEW know the TIME of their Visitation.’... We are today under Divine For- 
frsarance; BUT HOW LONG....? Today a LARGE PART of those who’ compose OUR Congregations 
ARE DEAD in Trepasses and Sins... THEY~TENT~TRE POWER .." T.6:Z27. - - --------

-21.. ’CRAZY. -o - n  nT13T]k staggered home with a Bag of Hums;- asBack in 1922 - about 30 Below - a Brunk st..ggerea r
he fell again and again;-.he lost some Plums an ~ * those were the Days of
home he had more "Hums" in the hag than when Theology - have come up with
Horses. In like manner the Adventists in their Thev are not that Drunk,some Frozen Specimens that not even Babylon would pick up. They are

PT,UM CRAZY. rx.
- «Jesus our surety entered the ’’holy places”, and or'

for us. But it was not with the of °^™GFfORUS OH THE CROSS.” (Emphasis 
P-38I< r

YES! Adventists can be found that think thai is NOT be pickedey;- hand it over;- for the Teaching of such an AgOJINATJON - th^t viii,--  -
up by the Churches of Babylon THE SOLVES! How uo I know--- •
Consciencious Ministers' who have studied the Relationship of the ^ly * 
know that this Q.D .statement issuing from Takoma Park, Washing ?
amount to the SIN AGAINST THE HOPE GHOST J
BEFORE the Cross - people prayed to God, —--  r - - - . to iearn to pray m

is given unto Me,"
IT WAS SOMETHING NEW for the Disciples to learn to pray in the Blessed N|WE of Jesus. 
"ALL POWER in Heaven and on Earth - is given unto Mewas a New Covenan • 
"He that seeks to climb up any other Way - is a LIAR and a THIEF," 
Can you learn the Truth WITHOUT the Holy Spirit ? 
Can you overcome WITHOUT the Holy Spirit ? 
Can you keep the <  ~ ” TT-n” + 9
Can you receive the Holy Spirit WITHOUT 
"ALL POWER" has been given "UNTO RE" - — 
Apostles as they brought this Light and Knowledge TO the people 

----------  _. 14 n---------- J.’U«+ nh+.fIT T! 

Commandments WITHOUT the Holy Spirit_? 
the ---------

was the-Theme of Awe

That they obtained SOMETHING after the Cross.- that they  obtained^SE£YTHIi£ • 
That there was "NO OTHER WAY GIVEN AMONG MEN WHERBY IIEJCUST— -------

Faced with the Threat of Splitting the Church in two o/er this Issue - 
Washington-, D.C. has not backed down one Iota - „ ~ and have soia
But instead finds Pulpit Jesters who will put on t ^MELE E0CK contains 
their Souls for Nought - as they dare^to say - that this --------- -
only such things as they have ALWAYS^RjACHED . .

You can’t Sell that to an Honest Evangelical Minister! c came PENTICOST!' '
It is the Heart and Soul of very Christianity tha —j away."- 
And it «os AFTER the Cross that ^ist *nid It is Jesus MS the   
very^Son ^f Ho!yXf^£f^"e  ̂that Jesus «T

yet Glorified." John 7:39. ,
------------- AFIPH THE CROSS’ 

not His Disciples at the first 
" John 12:16,



that

“Without Me ye can do - NGTMNG.’ „TTmTT u. , FROM the

ttXt’sMS®#® ™c: S£not be Offended, THEY shall put you OOT of the Synagogues: yea, the Time cometh, ..... 
whosoever Killeth you will Think that he doeth God service.

woman” - "Shelley had no objection to Free Love openly avowed - indeed, he was heart
ily in favor of it.“ “And what would we do WITHOUT some of the Immortal lines of 
Robert Burns (Sr. Hoehn calls him a “Dirty, Immoral Pig.") but Nichols says“But after 
.we had read and Thrilled to lines like these" (Speaking of “To a Mouse") “The stories 
of his affairs with women are part of the folklore of the English language" - then he 
goes on with "Milton" and “Shakespeare" (in another White-wash attempt) -

Then pointing to himself as an Example of Virtue Inviolate - a Saint yet - J And 
did any of you Protest such words as these ? - : "Let us ever read Mrs. White with 
care lest we make the path of the Education of our Youth, and the path of' all of us 

' Heavenward, more DIFFICULT and AUSTERE than it NEED be." R&H. March 26,1959.
SPIRIT OF PROPHECY REPLY; "Those who claim to be Christians, who PROFESS to bel

ieve the Truth, and yet drink at the polluted fountains of Infidelity, and by Precppt 
and Example draw others away from the Cold,' Snow-waters of Labanon, ARE FOOLS - though 
they Profess themselves to be WISE." F.C.E.I7I. - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

»And these things will they do unto you, because theyhave not known the Father, 
nor Mb... But now I go my way to Him ®e.^ It Jg T depKrtj

ygu-Tg; 15=5,26. W,
13. (Then came Pentecost - Acts 2:1. And after Pentecost:-; 

AFTER THE CROSS. n it.
“Therefore being by the Right Hand of God exalted, and w

Father (AFTER the Grossi) the promise of the Holy Ghost, he hath sh x 
which ye now see and Hear." (Pentecost and the Outpouring o p • 

“And I will Pray the Father, ^DJIEjmL^VO^
Mother Mary;- nor some Mother Laodicea;- but Christ -r- V OBTAINS our
FROM the Father AFTER the Cross. He APPEARS and He O^INS,)(In fact - he 
VERY SALVATION - do you Believe that ? Certainly the Adventist Le|d s
DOwlhZTT) John IZ:I6. "But when the Comforter is come, I WILL .SEND unto you. 

  John 15:26 CAN YOU BELIEVE THE ADVEi^STS^AN^SO^-i-^^'. w

of the Sea driven with the Wind and Tossed, F^LET_LOT„THAT---- ------
 RECEIVE ANYTHING OF THE LORD." James 1:6,7, “Come

““Come," I call“^TQUT and be SEPARATE from (Apostate Adventists)... ^Come 
OUT from among them, and be ye SEPARATE," else their Sin in Justifying Prongs .nd 
framing Deceits will CONTINUE to be the RUIN of Souls. eries. • • sheii be 

“He that Walketh with Wise men shall be Wise: but a Companion of
DESTROYED.» Let every one who is seeking to live a Chrn Stian Life, 
Church Militant IS NOT the Church Triumphant." F.C.E.294. T.M.45,4/^ .

--------- I EAVE THE FOOLS. . , .
“Every member of His Church Militant must manifest the same qualities, i © w 

Tr\TV FHTT-r-1 —----- -- ------------------------------JOIN THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT." F ,C .E.179,
THE EDUCATED FOOL.

"From the Editor’s Mailbag" R&H, March 26,1959. p.3 - vie find that Sr. White is 
all Wrong when she Condemns the Study by Adventists of the Writings of Skeptics, In
fidels, Philosophers ,(T.4:519,520.) He spends over a page of Wasted space;- and in 
another P&H also wastes still more space to say in effect: “Did I not read “Byron, the 
Wastrel; Byron, the Rake.’" - and Shelley who “deserted his wife in favor of another

“Now I beseech you, Brethren,
but their own Belly; and by good Words and fair Speeches deceive 

(YesJ Only the Simple Simons will fall 
I" I Tim,6:5. “A COMPAN-

1*

DENYING THE POWER. -22- ' (IZ2)
"Now I beseech you, Brethren, MARK them which cause Divisions and Offences contrary to 
the DOCTRINE which ye have learned - AND AVOID THEM. For they that are such SERVE, 
our Lord Jesus Christ, 
the Hearts of the Simole." Romans 16:17,18. 
for their Intellectual Drivel J) “From such WITHDRAW THYSELF ! 
ION of FCOLS - will be DESTROYED.»

OBTAIN ANYTHING ?
... But when the Comforter is come, WHOM I WILL 

, even the Spirit of TRUTH.
THEY shall put you OUT of the Synagogues’: yea, the Time cometh



have chosen 
indeed;- NICHOLS J

SHAKESPEARE. -23- (142)
111 was greatly pained to see on the first page of a recent issue of the SIGNS" a 

Picture of the birthplace of Shakespeare, accompanied by an article on Shakespeare. 
ML THE LORD PITY OUR DISCERNMENT if we have no better Food than this to give The 
Flock of God..a Let them see the SINFULNESS of exalting such men as Shakespeare, call
ing the attention of people to those WHO DID NOT in their lives honor God or represent 
Christ.(And is exactly WHY they are Idolized by some Classes of people - especially 
Whore and War-Mongers.),.. The men in responsible positions in God’s Work need to be 
renewed in the Spirit of their mind, Let them lift up their voices AGAINST the Worship 
of human beings, giving Honor to whom Honor is due,,* I do not see how a represntation 
such as this, or such as that on the first page of a recent REVIEW AND HERALD - the 
picture of an Idolatrous Shrine - can be any Spiritual help to our people... Keep the 
Warning message of TRUTH before the people; for the End is at hand. We are to cry 
aloud and spare not. Some will pay no heed, but others will Repent and be Converted.” 
(How about you - Nichols ? Is there still hope for you ?) C.W.E. 172-173.

WHAT NICHOLS WROTE.
If the Denomination were to Understand Mrs. White (QUESTION. Mr. Nichols ? Is it 

v‘B^_WHIVE"' or the ’‘Testimony of Jesus ?” - are you Fighting with a Dead Woman who 
cannot answer, perhaps? Or with the living Lord ? Do you people in Washington ever 
ask yourself that QUESTION?) as you do, I’m afraid our Adventist literature would be 
much the POORER. and the Students in our Schools would be ROBBED of many literary 
Productions of GREAT VALUE.” R&H. March 26,1959. pr3. (Another Deep-Freeze Wonder.1) 
* :* :*:* :* •* •* :* ;*;*;*•*•* ;* ;*•* •*;*•*♦*■;* •* :* :* j-x- ;-x- ;-x- ;* :* •* :-x- ;*
I wonder if Abraham Lincoln was Wrong when he challenged "Mr. Shields44- in a Point of 
Honor - to a duel of "COW DUNG AT FIVE PACES.” Coronet. p.26. Feb. I960. He might

Gibbon, Byron, Coleridge, Shellev, Burns, Milton, Shakespeare - or 
Too bad Abe did not have that choice.
TRUER THAN ANYTHING _SHASESPEARE EVER SAID:

"There are Ministers and Workers who will present a Tissue of nonsensical Falsehood 
as n TESTI NG ~ TRUTHS”. even as the Jewish Rabbis presented the Maxims of men as the Bread 
of Heaven,/. Thus are men weaving into the Web as Important Truths a Tissue of LIES, 
This imaginary Food that is being prepared for the Flock will cause Spiritual Consump
tion, 'Decline, and DEATH." R&H. Jan.22,1901.. Much the same R&fT. June IS,1901.

"There is Cheap, VERY CHEAP FODDER' -placed before the pedple.” T.M.337. “Will you 
driric POISON - expecting God to provide the Antidote?" T.M.455.

"The TRUMPET ,of human greatness may be sounded, but it is with an uncertain sound; 
it is not reliable, and the Salvation of Human Souls CANNOT BE VENTURED UPON IT. A mass 
of Tradition... The Literature placed in our Schools, written by Infidels aiid so-called 
wise men, does not contain the Education that Students should have.” F.C.E.407.

"For the Time will come when they will not endure Sound Doctrine; but after their 
own LUSTS'shall they heap to themselves Teachers, having Itching Ears.” F.C.E.408,

"God has shown me that these men are Hazaels to prove a SCOURGE to our people. 
They are WISE above what is Written, THIS UNBELIEF.,. is taught in most of our Schools 
... Thousands who Profess to be Christians give'heed tu LYING SPIRITS.’1 T.5:79,550. 
(Another place she 'writes ’’They are Drinking from Human Sewers,” )

/ . ' ' ’  PPOOF THAT THESE ARE HUMAN SEWERS.
From R&H. Oct.15,1959: "During the last week of the school in England F.D.Nichol 

drew helpful lessons in Theology and Bible study from his extenseive research when 
preparing THE SEVE-NTH-DAY ADVENTIST BIBLE COMMENTARY." p.I9.

-  LITTLE‘RED RIDING HOOD/ ' ’
(Or should we, have said "From one Jesuit to another?" ) "The first three Volumes 

were,also sent to the Ponticical Biblical Institute at Rome, the highest school of 
Biblical studies in the Catholic Church. In due time a long book review, in Dating 
appeared in the periodical Verbum Domini. If various errors, factual, historical',etc*., 
had been present in the Commentary volumes, the reviewer, a Jesuit scholar, would cer
tainly have pointed them out. He found and mentioned one small error in the caption to 
a ma$, (We are still fallible.) Otherwise the extended review speaks in highest terms 
of the scholarship of the work. Here are typical statements: SUPERBLY PRODUCED/.. ‘ '

WITHOUT SPECULATION... TRULY OUTSTANDING... no way inferior to 
the better treatises on the history of the Old Testament... most PRAISEWORTHY...
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Movement possesses ■writers who can produce Scholarly Works. Let 
heart.” R&H. Nov. 10,1955. (This sounds like the language of one 
Look’ from which he is ’
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_ I_," These Protestant and Catholic book rev- 

settle forever the question of whether the Advent
us thank God and take 
Nichols as he Hawks a

to receive how much in Royalties? •;? Using Free Advertising space 
to sell himself - and get Rich in the Beal? How many Bonds, Shares,' Property, or other 
Wealth has he and others like him Salted away ? There are Rumours of certain places 
where some of these "Present Truth” Ministers' go to Retire •• believing the End is very 
Near;- in what is said to be $25,000.oo to t75,OOO.oo Mansions. Bo they believe what 
they Teach ? Or are they just good Business men - whose god is the American Dollar*/ 
(Will you Enrich them further to lend Support to their Abominations?) _

' LITTLE REB RIDING HOOD.Little Red Riding~Hood went with her Basket of Goodies (the 3 Volumes of the S,D_. • 
Commentaries) - to see’the Big Bad Wolf at the Holy See;- the Beastly Horror that has 
the Blood of MILLIONS on his hands (while still claiming what they did was Right - he 
is "Infallible”* - that "The Church had LEVER ERRED, N0p WOULD IT EVER EgR, according 
to the Scriptures." G.C.57. - Place this Quotation alongside E.W.IOI which shows that 
those whose minds have been "WEAKENED” by entertaining such Ideas of " PERFECTIONISM" 
which is Listed right alongside of SPIRITUALISM”- such cannot give the Last Message.)

Little Red Riding Hood - the Neo-A.dventi staple suit of the Laodicean Unholy Orderj
in a Community of Feeling with the Aspirations*"The'highest School of Biblical studies 
in the Catholic Church'... A Jesuit Scholar.” (R.H.p.30. Nov,10.1955)-
Bible“wlth the same Eye-Glasses. "Birds of a Feather flock together" - "Like attracts 
Lik?ednd Like appreciates Like - and Like becomes like Like.”Bear Old Grandma gulped down 3 of those Plums as Little Red Riding Hood cameAvail
ing, The Old Reprobate falls over backwards*’with delight as he Samples the Belicious 
Plums; he is heard to Mutters ’’Superbly produced" - "Truly Outstanding" - "Altogether 
praiseworthy" - "The oresent work contributes much" - "Solid and serious Workmanship” - 
"Praiseworthy" - "These Protestant and Catholic book reviews ought to hearten us all,"

Mr. Nichols - I challenge you with Commentaries "at five paces” - they ought to 
beat anything that Abraham Lincoln had in his day.

THE' MYSTERY OF INIQUITY.
I should Think - if that Bloody Beast of the Apocalypse feels that way about those 

Commentaries;- that instead of Bragging and Blowing’ their Horn about it - some Bark, 
Stormy Night a Silent Procession should be seen emerging from the Back Poor of the 
R&H Offices;- with Clothes Pins to their Nose;- a Burying Party out to Bury the Bead, 
Very Beep - And do not Mark the**Spot.

"Nero and Caesar were acknowledged by the World as Great Men, but did God regard 
them as’such?’,.. They were in the World, and Ate, and Drank, and Slept, as men of the 
World,.. Wherever these”Monsters of Humanity went, Bloodshed and Bestruction marked 
their Pathway. They were lauded by the World...

"Byron,., was not a man according to God'V Standard. He was an Agent of Satan. His 
Passions were Fierce and Uncontrollable... he was Sewing Seed which blossomed into a 
Harvest of Corruption. His lifework lowered the Standard of Virtue... Gibbon the Skep
tic... rallied under the Banner of Satan and used the Gifts of God for the perversion 
of Truth and the Bestruction of the Souls of men. Great intellect, when-made a Minister 
of Vice, IS"A' CURSE to the possessor and to all WHO COLE WITHIN THE CIRCLE OF _ITS INF
LUENCE J’ T,2:519.520. S.P.A.COroENfARIES. '

"We are not to accept the Opinion of Commentators as the Voice of God; they were 
Erring Mortals like ourselves. God has given‘reasoning Powers to us as well as them. 
We should make the Bible its own Expositor... Those who have not been in the Habit of 
Searching the Bible FOR THEMSELVES, or weighing Evidence, HAVE CONFIDENCE IN THE LEAP
ING MEN. and accept the”Pecisions THEY make; and thus’ many will Reject the very Mess
ages God sends to His people, if these Leading Brethren do not accept them... Even if 
ALL OUR LEAPING KEN should refuse Light and Truth, THAT POOR WILL STILL REMAIN 0IEN.~ 
The Lord WILL raise up MEN who VLILL give the people THE MESSAGE FOR THIS TIME .”TM,I06-79

"The FOOP that is being Prepared for the Flock vail cause Spiritual Consumption, 
Beeline -~AND DEATH 1" R&H. June 18,1901. Jan.22,1901. T.6:132. T.3U62. T.M.409.- - -



They are

THAT LAST STEP. -25- (IZ2)‘
While Adventist Leaders are handing out Hum after Hum - and assuring their people 

that they will surely be Cursed if they pay God’s Tithe to anything else than what they 
have for Sale - It is still Written by one Ellen Gould Harmon White whom they Despise- 

That they are going to take Step after Step to’ Perdition;- and all who go along 
with them and take these Steps Blindly or otherwise;- will suffer the same Fate* "Can 
the Blind lead the Blind? Shall they not both fall into the Ditch?” Luke 9*39*

"For the Leaders of- this people cause them to err; and they that are led of them 
are Destroyed,” Isa.9!l6. ’’Satan exults when men look to and Trust in man*” T.M.498, 

THE SEAL, OF THE LIVING GOD.
J’Now, when the great work of Judging the Living is about to begin.,, the great 

decision is to be made whether we Shall receive the MARK OF THE BEAST or His Image, or 
the Seal of the Living God,” T,6:I30,

THE MARK GF THE BEAST. ’ '
’’The Time is not far distant when the Test will come to every Soul, The Mark of 

the Beast will’ be' URGED upon us. Those who have Step by Step yielded to Worldly dem-* 
ands and conformed to Worldly Customs (Easter, Xmass, etc.) -"will not find it a hard 
matter to yield to the Powers that be, rather than subject themselves to Derision, 
Insult, Threatened Imprisonment, and Death,” T*5s8I,

les - those who cannot stand any ’’DERISION” or any ’’INSULT” - in this Time;- how7 
pray tell? Will they stand in that~Day ? ’’Chaff like a Cloud will be born away on the 
Wind, even from places where we see only Floors of Rich Wheat,” T*5sSI*

CHAFF LIKE A CLOUD.
"And at that Time the superficial, Conservative Class,,* will renounce the Faith 

and take their stand*with its avowed Enemies - toward whom their Sympathies have long 
been Tending,” T,5:463, (They will keep Sunday.’ G.C,60S.)

(Which is the Mark of the Beast,)"(Which those who, knowing better Keep - receive that Mark*) 
(Which is EXACTLY what Nichols is' already RECOMMENDING J) -

(Which is EXACTLY why he saw Red when the HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY ex
posed that FactJ ‘Because those who, KNOWING BETTER - keep Sunday - receive the MARK 
OF THE BEAST 1 G.C*448-9, They will not Knew it* Feel ho different - but' they will ‘ 
HAVE it, 'Their case~is HOPELESS - they have Passed the Boundary of their Probation, 
That is exactly where your Church Leaders are'leading you to;- Step by Step, Will you 
go on ? You have gone a very long ways already - will you dare to follow them yet?) * •* •* «-x- :* ;* ;-x- :* ;* :* •* ;* •* ;* ;-x- :* ;•* :* ;*•* ;-x- :* :-x- ;*
Ezekiel 9 is the Sealing chapter.

Ezekiel 9 show’s that only those are Sealed who Sigh and Cry and Spare not.
Spare not themselves, their Membership, Pension, Eldership, Office,’ Influence, 

They do not deal in CONSEQUENCES - but leave CONSEQUENCES with God.
They do not spare Laodicea - nor her Lackeys;- they ’’SPARE NOTP’

Only those will be Sealed who "Show My people ALL their ABOMINATIONS” -
They show Jerusalem, the Church;- both Seventh-day Adventists and Reformers, 

Some are Pharisees,- some Sadducees,some Scribes,
Ezekiel"8 is the ABOMINATION chapter* “’ - ‘ ‘

Ezekiel 8 says:”Turn thee yet again, and thou shalt see GREATER ABOMINATIONS .”6-15.
After YEARS of Research and Testimony of SCORES of Ministers, Bible and Testimony- 

Students and Believers in various Churches - WITHOUT EXCEPTION - all agree that 
The GREATEST ABOMINATION - is the Keeping of EASTER! Which is SUNDAY! * 
By CHTJRCH-LEADERSJ Those who, knowing Better - keep Sunday - on Easter!

’’About 5 & 20 men, with their backs’ toward the' Temple of the Lord - and.*. 
They worshipped the Sun toward the East.” Ezekiel 8:16,

Only Q1^._SUNDAY in the Year CAN the-Sun be Worshipped DUE EAST. This was so Important 
to the Pagan Hordes of the Past that they built HUNDREDS* OF MILES'OF PILLARS through 
which to welcome the Suh as'Shadow after Shadow touched Pillar to Pillar thus form

ing' an Unbroken line directed to the Sun on Sunday - on Easter.
Probation is over for Seventh-day Adventists who - knowing better - do that*. 
Every Leading Evangelist who took part in the "EVANGELISTIC COUNCILS” held 

in I960 - is receiving this Paper, They now KNOW BETTER! They are now 
WITHOUT EXCUSE ? Sn nro •vnii Vnii miia + an nnaa a no nr> I + 4 a



then MANY who"are

The Mark of the Beast FORCED * ? -26- (IZ2)
While Seventh-day Adventists and Shepherd’s Rod and other Reform Groups who like 

to SPECULATE and DRAMATIZE are making a great How-De-Do about Sunday being FO^CgD - 
and they are all set and braced to RESIST any Police-man’s Knock on the Door 
Here it comes - UNEXPECTEDLY - as Jones Warned in the 1888 Period - from an U^EX^GTED 
QUARTERYes - who expected that one of His own would Betray Him - ? Who expected 
that the Wise men of the East and the Wise men of the West - would acknowledge what 
the Church-Leaders WOULD NOT ACKNOWLEDGE] For they were TRAPPED J In their own TRAD
ITIONS J By their General Conference POLICY’

And so SUNDAY IS HERE’ IN THE KEEPING OF EASTER’ WITHOUT FORCE ’ WITHOUT LAWS’ 
"Evil Angels will assail him... Evil men... will unite with them in seeking to Separ
ate him from God BY ALLURING TEMPTATIONS. When these-do not succeed - THEN a Compell
ing Power is employed to FORCE the Conscience,“ G.C.610.

BEFORE DEATH DECREE.
"When DEATH shall be made the PENALTY of violating our Sabbath, 

now ranked with Commandment-Keepers will come over to our Side. But BEFORE proceeding 
to these EXTRELE MEASURES. we must exert all our Wisdom and SUBTLETY to DECEIVE dnd 
E^GNTRE those who Honor the True Sabbath... They may think themselves SAFE,”T.M.473*

’’The observance of the False Sabbath will be URGED upon us,11 P.K.I88, T.5s8I,7I2. 
’’Those who, UNDERSTANDING the claims of the fourth Commandment, CHOOSE to' observe the 
False instead of the True Sabbath,’ ARE THEREBY paying Homage to that Power by which 
alone it is Commanded.” G.C.448-9.

’’The Dignitaries of Church and' State will Unite to BRIBE, PERSUADE. or COMPEL all 
Classes to Honor the Sunday,” G.0,,592, ’’They CHOSE whom they would serve and Worship,” 
G.C.64O. NO EXCUSE. ’

Since those who are Sealed with the Seal of the Living God have their Angel Guard 
DOUBLED - after which they" CANNOT be Slain - there is no Excuse to Fear- the Fear of 
them who say to this people “A CONFEDERACY” in view of what they suppose is a Common 
Danger;- to Bolster your'Faith in the Hand of God in the Time of Trouble;- read G.C, 
626. Read if well. There will be NO SLAUGHTER OF SAINTS - ONLY OF APOSTATES’ Remember 
this - and remember it well;- those who receive the MARK OF THE BEAST’ARE SLAUGHTERED ’ 

nP^jT_THE GENERAL SLAUGHTER of those who do not thus see (shall )..." BEG IN AT MY 
SANCTUARY.” T.3:267. Yes - at those who stand facing the East in Ezekiel 8:15. This- 
chapter.is addressed to ’’THE LAODICEAN CHURCH.” ”It is only by reason of His marvel
ous Patience that THEY ARE NOT CUT- DOWN as Cumberers of the Ground.., His Patience 
WILL WAIT BUT LITTTE LONQWR. ji T,5:612.
* :* :* ;* :* ;* •* •* $* »* •* •* ;* «* •* •* •* »* :* ;* ;* •* :* :-x- :*

THROWN OUT OF GREAT CONTROVERSY.
’’Says Howard Crosby:”The Church of God is today courting the World, Its members- 

are trying to bring it down to the level of the Ungodlye The Ball, the Theater, Nude 
and Lewd Art, Social luxuries with all their loose Moralities, are making inroads 
into the Sacred inclosure of the Church; and as a satisfaction for all this Worldlin- 
ess, Christians are making a'great deal of Lent and EASTER and Church Ornamentation, 
It is the Old Trick of Satan0 The Jewish Church struck on that Rock; the Romish 
Church was WRECKED on the same; and the Protestant is fast reaching the same DOOM.” 
(Emphasis added - otherwise Word for Word from 1888 Edition, p,386-7.) It appears the 
Lord was too Stupid to know what was best for the Church to have by way of Truth;- or 
by way of what to Present to the World;- and so He had to call in the Trustees that 
cannot be Trusted to CUT OUT, AMPUTATE, REMOVE, ADD TO. MIX-UP. IN ORDER TO FIX IT UP 
SQ_IT_WOULD PASS THE INFECTION OF THIS WASHINGTON HIERARCHY - THE THEOLOGICAL BUTCHERS.

Those working in the Testimony-Butcher-Shop;- should stop and read this:(Does this 
not apply to ALY Writings given by Inspiration? Is God a man that He need Repent of 
what He caused to be Written and arranged the way He wanted it ? Does He need Help 
in learning how to deal with men???) “If any man shall ADD unto these things, God 
shall ADD unto him the Plagues that are Written in this Book. And if any man shall 
TAKE-AWAY from the Words of the Book of this Prophecy, God shall TAKE AWAY his Part 
OUT of the Book'of Life, and OUT of the Holy'City, and FROM the things that are Writt
en in this Book.” Rev.22:I8.19. (ADDED to G.C,383 after “Roman Church” '- '(’’ALONE” ) it 
is Distorting, changes Context, Misleading, and False. TAKEN FROM G.C,383 after' “Rev
elation” - (“IN A MESSAGE WHICH IS YET FUTURE” ) who did not want us to know there was a Message “YET Many such ■changes - why ? - - - ------------
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R.R.I-467-I 
Perris* Calif. 
Nov.7,I960,Elder A.V.Olson, 

Gen. Conf, of S.D.A. 
Washington 12. D.C,

Dear Elder Olson:
Ur letter of Nov.17 just received. I did not think u would answer my 

letter, but u did have the courage to do so. I’ve read ur letter very carefully, 
... You do have some interesting points, but I still cannot understand how mankind can 

get control of God^s Holy Spirit... and forbid the so-called laity from benefiting by 
it. Sr. White herself wrote, that we are to be controlled by the Holy Spirit... and 
WE are NOT to try to .control the Holy Spirit of God, ■ 

You.make mention that something must be wrong with my theology. Well, I do not 
claim perfect theology. By your telling me”, that my theology-is NOT perfect, means that 
YOU regard -YOURSoas perfect, I have my doubts that it is.

I believe I’ll have to continue,'believing, that Christ FREED me”to be used as He 
sees fit, educated, controlled,,and directed by God’s Holy Spirit, regardless of'Pop
ish persons of the Gen. Conf, of S.D.A,a-.or the Pope of Rome. If seems, the leaders 

.. are fast following the footsteps of Rome, as well as of the Jews.
@ - - - - @ - - - -, @ - - - - @-

■ ’ ♦ • . . . . • 

P.S. Personally, I do not like chiropractry. It was a Spiritualist that startea it, 
Sr. A.G .Daniels, went to a Roman Catholic Chiropractor there in D.C., and she said to 
him, if anyone goes to heaven, it will be you, for you have.been so MCE to roe.

( COPY.) Dated - Nov.23,1960.

Dear Elder in the WIBB of Sept.8,I960. Read with considerable
lnteFo?\uul%7Lmber of years, I have wondered how mankind ^^^^“'TZsuperior 
over the Spirit of Prophecy. It seems td me, that the pi woria becan, that the to man, and the governments' of roan. That.it existed e 
earth and world were cfeated by the Spirit of Prophecy. , . 0 control overfew here in youp/article, you claim superiority,to it, .thatjeuK-ve con 
it, and that any violation'to your claims, is a vio £protection in your 
since Satan is the Prince of this world, then you as  white left a Will to thisclaim to control the Spirit of Prophecy. You cl aim that Sr ^te left — 
effect. If she did, then she was out of order. If it. is uui tn p - 
then she has the right-to1 ask Satan to protect her rig ■ ,, f j^pphecy. Yet, IThe Bible, (or Scriptures, correctly speaking) is the Spirit of nopn^y, 
have never heard of any restrictions from reading, o q • prophecy, then her the Roman CatholicsIf Sr.'White's writings are the Spirit of Rropnecy, 
writings are the same,, 'or from the same source, as e ^-’u+g of the people, for

If you are curtailing the Spirit of Prophecy ro Roman Catholic church?
whom if was given, then are you not_ following the Teachings of Jesus
And will you persecute and prosecute those who VJOULD DO THIS VERY THING. '
Christ? It is very plain in your writings - TH  ,, fn_a,ve the TRUE peopleIf this be so, then it is also very plain, that you w°^d^S“%^eBeast - and 
of God, and become their persecutors. And would, receive the Mark of the Beas 
betray the real Saints of God, into the hands of the eas . , there in TakomaIt has been a marvel to me for years, ^ow it is, that the leaders there
Park, have CHANGED, LEFT OUT, REPLACED, REARRANGED, -0 things, their
ecy as they, pleased'. In the Holy Scriptures it rea ds,Y Be added to them."names shall be left out of the Book of Life, ond the Plagues shall be^dd 
It seems to me, the brethren there should be ALAR.1EP a ® very unscrupulousIn your article'you mention un-scrupulous persons. Saints are very unscrup 
in the eyes of worldlings. In regard to the Chiropractor,>1 LroAd alZo° ■ Maybe he is a bad egg, I do not know. Anyway, u ar on dangero s g

Sincerely urs., ( .\El. Carpenter.
Spiritualist that started i^*.

That.it


Klacena Ferguson.

but no one who believes like I do.”

(142.)
 .. . as I have put out only some 15

publications, A few of the first ones I copyrighted, but I soon found that it is not 
so wise a thing to do, & have not bothered with copyrights with most of my later ones.I’m not an expert

Dear Br. & Sr. Hoehn:
I am making Hans for Bible Camp here.

My place is Open for

ALL the Truth,

close a couple of my charts,
answer. Very sincerely yours, , \

El, Carpenter. (E.C.;
P.S. I still cannot understand how man can lock up the Spirit of Prophecy
Vault. It sure is a mystery to me. Please remember me to Bro. Arthur, give him y 
kindest regards, and u too, have my very best wishes. Let us pray tha we we 
very unique privilege of meeting up there.
P.P.S. I have a letter from W.C .White, that his mother made many mistakes, so this 
shows she was not infallible, as u tried to tell me in ur letter, o. .
fess my sins for questioning the Will she left. In her early days,, there was py- 
right Laws, and she drew heavily from other’s writings without giving them any ere i , 
etc. etc. Paul made mistakes which can be found in his writings. Abraham Loses, 
David, etc. made mistakes. But, not u, u never made any. Have you? .v.
* s*:*’'z>s'' • •

BIBLE CAMP PLANS. 5231 Foster Road,
Paradise. Calif• 

Sept.30,1960.
Let us set the date well ahead of Time. My place is Open for 
whatever use the Philadelphian believers can make of it. Nothing I want more the.n 
serve my wonderful Saviour faithfully.,• 
(Nov.2,I960) ' '
”... Really, I have quite a few friends, 
(Nov.I4,I960) ' • - . ,x

In this letter Sr. Klacena - who is alone in a new place - myites those who see 
ALL the Truth, even the Unpopular Truths;- to come to Paradise, 1961 - for a ^ine 
Camp. Be sure to send in your name to receive Reports to follow this one;- and wa 
Date should we make it ? The Lord - willing, of course. We' somehow believe the Lord 
will hold His hand over the Hans and Attempts of some;- and we expect them to be so 
busy soon with their own Troubles;- they will forget about ours. And so we. an 0 e 
there - how about you ? 'Write to be kept on;- about 2,000 names will receive no more 
Papers unless they write. Write to'be kept on for 3 or 4 mailings. Send in Names oi 
Health Reformers and Testimony-believers who believe that Christ ’’OBTAILS something 
for us;- obtains it IN the Most Holy Place;- yes - even the Gift of the Holy pin • 
Send us the Names of those who should know this also.AND NOW - WHAT ABOUT

BIBLE CAMP MEETING - PARADISE' - 1961 - ? 
WHAT DATE SHOULD WE SET ? ~ WTTT —,

WILL YOU BE THERE ? WRITE IF YOU PLAN TO COKE - SO SR. KLACENA WILL, . u
WE OLEY PLAN ON A SMALL. SINCERE GROUP. ”THE I«RS OF THIo CO. yA^HAD, L..

WE ARE COMING TOGETHER TO FIND OUT WHY LAODICEA WILL BE SPEWN OUT. >
   WHO ARE THE » HIDDEN OLES” - ? WHO ARE THE_gREMNANg» - ? WH^T_ISJ^ITI^ ~ • 

WE HAVE NO TIKE FOR FANCIFUL FABLES - THERE THE KULTITUDES - AS_IN_JHE DAY,
OF NOAH -WILL BE FOUND.' Will you choose the Company of the Few, the

' Despised, the Ridiculed, the Spoken against, the Rejected, and the Locked* 
— - u "n

"I dreamed of seeing a Temple (the 144,000 Temple. E.F.I9) - to which many people were 
Flocking (as in theTays of Noah they came to the OUTSIDE of the Ark.
now they satisfy themselves to come within the SOUND of the Message - n o no—

   - for why should they ? He "OBTAINS11 NOTHING for them ^MSAYJ) "gig THOSE <.H0 TOC£ 
REFUGE IN THAT TEMPLE WOULD BE SAVED WHEN TtKE SHOULD CLOSE,” E.W ,78. L.S.33. F.P.29O.
S,'G.2:r5'."T~.7:219.~. T.M.38,17;~T.2:bju. a.G.4° 107. G.u.z^.-------------------------------------------

’’Elder $1 son wrote me three full pages”- -28-

I’m a little acquainted with the copyright laws

so wise a thing to do, & have not bothered with copyrights with most of my 1
So u ar mistaken in that u think I’m not conversant with them. i\o... ■ 
on copyrights like u ar. - - -
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LETTERS -29- (IZ2)
«»-* —■■■ . tfjMw ■.*.

(Know of a good place for a small Isolated Center with Buildings - Northern Calif 
Oregon or State of Washington - $5,000.oo and up ? Write in - keep this in mind*) 
x;xj^x*x-;x:x:x;x:x:x:x:x:x’x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x’ 
Nov.,26,I960 - ”1 would like Tapes on the Philadelphian Church going through and'oh’the 
Mark of the Beast - Advdntists here do not even know what the 3 Messages are J. 
Sr. Ann Be Michael, 2924 Penny Lane, Youngstown II. Ohio. U.S.A.
* :* jxjxjx :x;x;x ;x »x ;x;x -x ** -x •* •.* ;x ;x :x;x:x;x:x;x;x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x x;xjx
Oct,3,i960 - nA most marvelous Spirit of Prophecy. Study to put on the Tapes would be 
from T.8:260. The God who upholds the Planets - upholds His Messengers. Most precious 
Promise..Sr. Madelyn Parry, R.D/-I - Cortland. Ohio* U.S.A.
* ;x :* :* ?x :* ;x jx ;x «x ;x •* jx ;x ;x ;x: x«x ;x- »x «x fx ;x ;x ;x ;x :x ;x ;x :x ;x ;x ?x :* •* ;x •* *x ;x :x jx ;x ;x 
Dec ,7,i960 - Be sure to send in your name to receive « ONCExANDxpQR^-ALL - the TRUTH - 
Hidden till this Time - on the Book 11 STEPS TO CHRIST11 and that controversial Statement 
about“11 TEARS” -> did Sr. White write that ? For Facts and Analysis - keep your name orif. 
Nov.14 & Dec,7 letters. Sr. Klacena Ferguson, 5231 Foster Road, Paradise. Calif.USA.
* ;x ;x jx ;x-»x -x *x sx «x .* «x •* sx «x «x ;x jx •* ;x »x : *:x ;x :x jx ;X ;x «x ;x jx :x :x jx ;x -x ;x jx ;x ;x jx
Nov,2.S?I960, - ’’The minister that booted and myself out of Church,,. The New Minis  
ter had the courage to tell his Congregation that they will have to’change their minds 
on many of the things they once believed,,♦ Uriah Smith was Wrong,,. We will be most 
Happy to have you Visit with us J1 IN THE DEEP SOUTH.
:x jx •* ;x jx ;x«x ;x«x ;x «x;x$x;x-xjx^x ;X;x•* ;x ;x*x ;x;x ;x *x ;x ;x :x *x;x ;x :xjxjx:*;x;x ?x3*: 
Nov.29,196’0 - also Aug,21^1960 « ”We live so close and yet it is too far for me to 
make the trip(to Grand Forks, BnC., Bible Camp Meeting, i960.) - But I would like a 
Report...” Sr, Marie Hackett, Black-pool. B.C6 Canada.
* ;x ;x ;x «x-*x «x -x ;x •* $x ;x «x ;x ;x- ;x -x jx ;x •* ;x • x jx ;x :x: x ;x «x :* :x :* :* :* :* ;x ;x ;x ;x :x :x :x ;x :* 
Nov.26,i960 « ”We are so happy to know that you are unharmed and pressing“on in the 
Strength of the Mighty One, our Great Deliverer and King... As for the 144?000 - they 
are manifest AFTER their Contact with the Beast and His Image... they are what is left 
of the Seed of the Woman;- Philadelphia after she is Shaken, Only Remnant of all Ref
ormers are going through.11 Sr. A .T .Russell, Good Shepherd Mission, Grants Town PfO. 
BAHAMASx ;x?x ;x ;x;x«x;x;x »x«xj* »x;x«x?x ?x ;x »x;x;X;x*x ;x;X;x :x:*;-x-j-x-•*:x•*:*;-x-;* 
Dece4jI960 - ”1 received the Tapes... they are very good, indeed,11 Sr. Ellen Burns, ’
*:*;-x s*:*’•x;*;*••x••K;-k-:*:*:*;-x-j-xj-x-:-x-;-x:-x;-xj-x-; 631 Comstock Rd. Richmond. B.C.
Aug.9,I960 - ’’Your fine papers came to my New Address today. I have purchased a small 
Mobile Home... Got the idea from your Papers.’-1 H.L.Vanderwilt, Rte.13, Box 44i? Gan
* :-x;*:* jx-x ;x;-x•*;-x;*;-x-;x;-x*x«-x:-x;x ;x;*;-x;*:-x-?x;-x-•*•*•*:*:* Antonio. Texas. U.S.A. 
Aug.10, i960 - 11 Yes, I have my ear’to the ground on all the Gen. Corf. Apostasy - 
nothing escapes me. As you know,.^ 5yrs. ago they ( _) sent their~Truck and Stole 
all my Furniture out of my “Home... even my Garden Tractor., ,o They cleaned my house.,. 
after securing a Divorce... for my Wife so she could be a Conference 11 WORKER11.(incog.) 
X :* ;X ;x ’X-JX ;X ;X •X;X;X1X’X;*;X :X ;X ;X »X;X »X ;X ;X *X «X;X;X ;X ;X ;X ;X jX «X ;X ;X;X;X ;X ;X ?X ;X “X 

“Nov.30,1960 - ’’You seemingly discourage the Idea of New Light, and too many other New 
Things.11 Sr. Emma H.Spencer, Ward Star Route, Jamestown. Colorado. U.S.A,
•X ;x ;x «X »X ;X ;X ;X ;X ;x»X •* «x jX «X ;X ;X »X ;X jX sX jX ;X jX ;X :X1X ;X »X ;X ;X':x «X ;X ;X;X ;X ;X ;X *X ;X ;X : 
Nov.18,i960 - 111 noted the Cherry Juice for the Kidneys and the Lemon Juice as a Skin 
Cleanser..a at Fresno,., a very nice dutiful Sister was admonishing us how the breth
ren should draw together and Unify and have Brotherly Love..,. I turned to her and 
said:11 Sister” unless there is a vital connection with Christ which ensures a Clean~and 
Undefiled Conscience - your Talk about Unity and Brotherly Love don1! amount to the 
Snap of my Fingers” - she looked rather startled and had no more to say.”Mack McCoy, 
*sx;x:x?x-xsx»xsx:x:x:x:x:x:xsx:x:x:x:x:x;x:x;x3xsx; Box 41, Oakhurst. Calif. U.sJ. 
Oct,22,I960 - ’’‘Try to answer as soon as you 6an..o the last two letters rewrote you I’ 
never got any answers to.,.11 Sr, D.E.Bonia, 37 Hancock St,, South Braintree^ Mass .USA. 
X JX »X ;X iX ;X ;x :x ;X jX ;X »X ;X; X ;X jX jX jX ;X jX ;X * X; X«X ;X “X ;X ;X ;X ;X ;X ;X ;X ;X ;X ;X- ;X ;X ;X ;X ;X $X ;X 

Nov,2,I960 - 111 trust you are not Ill, I have not heard from you for several months. 
... Let us pray for one another.” Richard O.Ast, 5800 Cambridge St, Lake Worth. Flao 
:x sx ;X 5X -X SX :X ’X *X -x SX ?X SX SX SX ;X »X SX ;X :X ;X ;X ;X *X *X JX ;X ;X ;X ;X ;X ;X ;X ;X ;X »X ;X ;X ;x s X-X *X7 
Dec,11,1960 - (Last address to use - place inner envelope to ”H.HOEHN” - only in case 
1st. Class letter comes back'- Sr3 Louise Hadcock Williamsons, 599 Maple Ave. - 
Burlington. Ont. Canada. -



TO- -

Ifev His Ana els keep you from Fulling. •

' THIS WARNING MESSAGE OF 
»THE MARK OF THE BEAST11 - 
Must reach others. V-re 
appreciate your Help.

I

? Can we say we 
Will anyone

.   to come or no
:* :* :* :* :* :* :* ;*

latest Letter ?
M.L .Andreasen,
1931 Academy Place,
Glendale 6, Calif.
Kindly remove Staple to Open - 
Thank you - and send us more Names. 
Ask about our Tares. FREE'LOAN.

If undelivered -
Return in 10 days - . (Postage Guaranteed.)
HOEHN" RESEARCH LIBRARY,
Box 130 - 'West, 
GRAND FORKS., B.C. 
Canada.

 

Did you get Andreasen’s 
15$ to

.rm, PAGE cf ondllso f°* hHnLs
If you obtain only 14 or s0 ^G?^°m+FG^n-RATTTD in THE DAY OF THE LORD.'1 E.w. 095 ?
ing Numbers. We are now entering , \e thod~- you i0se * ^or ^ou 
We are saving HUr©RE^^F_D^.LARS by usi g TODAY Write to
can get a FUIlToPY merely by writing forit. D2Canada.
H .Hoehn, o?"Hutl“Hoehn, Box 130 West, GRANDJ^, ond ^il to one of the addresses 
(If the letter is returned - place it m a new e P older Papers - *)
on the other side of this sheet - or to ^address in one^oiou

PAPERS TO FOLLOW ? „ ± . 9 -Tg it Genuine ?
(1) -What about ’the Brinsmead of Australia Excitemei ’ Q-f Tobacco, keeping of
(2) Why are Adventists permitting the eating of b B tep ? Will” they change?
Xmass and Faster;- and otherwise folio wing e J ? pid Sr. white write it?
(l) What is the Truth about the book SJ|— . that Time ?
(4) Can we know when the Sealing starts ; What ar ■ hut these and Kindred,
(5) These Subjects will not be taken up in ■ _e or l, iiQuestionable Doctrines'
Subjects are what we deal in. Other Subjects are.
inspired of God or the Devil? Does Christ oj ain ,. ? Will anyone be Saved
are Saved ? What is the Straight Testimony to ® “1 Messengers to come or not •
who does not give it ? Or help the giving of 1 ,„.*.*;*.* .*•*;* :*:* :*;*:*:*:* s*
.*.«ss .J.*.*.*.*.* .*.«.*:* s* :*:* s* :*:*:*:* s* s* •*•*•* •* •

DO KOT DESTROY THIS PAPER 
THE IEADERS IN HASHIKGTONJ^ES-Sl^ • „ ,.rTTT Tfl WASHINGTON - THEREFORE
OWWTmKjlOWg sitfONS vbl.^ wa 
WE ARE SENDING EXTRA OWES TO THE FIELD hMD THE_HE-RAR^ _• - THgyj^jr

    Tnose who t-.re more InteLligent_x-On§.S_in2D-t’0 ?,D~D^^~onrT,‘~gjjprRSTITIO"S - ! E.V.'.223« 
BmsWim to get itsjijll.. twort - aw
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